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Conflicting Reports
Peace Negotiations
and Armistice

in the hands of any of the sightseers.
Whisky Caused Rebel Defeat.
Douglas. Ariz., April 20. The rebel
defeat at Agua Prieta was attributable
of the
solely to the
insurrecto soldiers in the liquors
found in the saloons and stores of the
captured city, according to Colonel
of
Juan Medina, commander-in-chie- f
the rebel forces, who fled into this
city and surrendered to the American

authorities.

Madero is Spunky.
El Paso, April 20. Francisco I. MaREPLY dero .refused absolutely to grant an
0FFICML
armistice as suggested by Dr. Gomez
at Washington. He sent word today
he would talk armistice after the
Arrangements to Be Made to that
battle or Juarez and then' only. "They
Prevent Regrettable Clashes
want an armistice to get up reinforce- limitc ihof'c 11'" ho k;iwI. "Wp will
Along Border.
fight first. My army will win or be
at Juarez before we
whipped
sum20.
The
April
Washington,
This morning Madero
demand
to
the
Mexico's
of
mary
reply
official
notice to the consuls
an
sent
of the United States for greater preJuarez that he might attack the
cautionary measures along the bor- of
der was received at the state depart- town at any hour after twelve o'clock
ment today and conveyed immediate- tonight.
President Determined.
ly to President Taft. Mexican AmWashington, April 20 That the
bassador Zamacona said that while
the reply refers to the "lamentable President is more determined than
events on the border, It is friendly in ever that the United States must not
form and essence."
interfere, became known here this
President Taft will await the re- afternoon following a conference of
the President and
Knox and
ceipt of the formal note from Mexico a committee from Secretary
the House of Repbefore taking up the matter further.
The President, it was said today, will resentatives. The President stated
look on the reply with a tolerant spir- that no difficulties must arise out of
it. He Is disposed to regard it as the conditions in Mexico because of proxusual diplomatic forerunner of formal imity to the American line "but" he is
two to
negotiation for greater preventative quoted as saying: "It takes

'5

measures.
Armistice to

Be

Arranged.
20. Several
messages passed today between Dr.
Vasquez Gomez, agent of the Mexican revolutionists here, who are conducting negotiations for a proposed
armistice, and Gonzales Garza, secretary of the provisional government
stationed at El Paso, Texas. Senor
Garza advised Dr. Gomez that within
hours replies will be retwenty-fou- r
ceived to messages concerning an
The
armistice sent by Dr. Gomez.
period for which an armistice should
be effective and the detailed arrangement for the suspension of military
operations, are features that General
Madero is expected to set forth. Dr.
Gomez thought the armistice might
be arranged before any of the threatened attacks on Juarez or Ojinaga
were made.
Peace Negotiations Probable.
Washington, April 20. Dr. Vasquez
Gomez, head of the confidential agency of the Mexican revolutionists here,
announced today that if all preliminary details of the proposed armistice
are arranged satisfactorily for both
sides, he will start for Juarez in a
few days to participate in the formal
peace conferences that are planned to
follow the armistice. He declared
that the prospects for an armistice are
brighter than ever today. He added
that for the purpose of peace negotiations no political concessions will
April

be asked.
Mexico Sparring for Time.
Washington, D. C. April 20 The
state department issued a statement
declining to comment on the press
dispatches concerning Mexico's reply, saying that no text of the embassy's note nor of the Mexican reply are before the President. "It is

inferred from the embassy's telegram
that there is some discrepancy between the news which has reached
the two capitals as to the Douglas incident," says the statement. The
President, it is said, regards it as
natural that the Mexican government
should raise the questions as to the
facts and as to the responsibility for
the casualties among the Americans
along the border.
Representatives
Slayden of Texas was one of the early
callers at the White House and said
that the President believed that Mexico is sparring in the usual diplomatic
fashion and that he still is hopeful
that peace measures will be coming
shortly and that the American border will not again suffer.
Rebel Army Near Juarez.
El Paso, April
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insurrectos appeared on the river
front near El Paso early this morning. They came down for water. The
insurrecto army is Back in the hills
nearby awaiting this ' evening to see
if Navarro will yield to the demands
of the surrender of Juarez.
Family Reunion at Juarez.
Washington, April 20. When an
armistice is effected, It was said here
today, all the leaders of the revolution including some members of the
Madero family, who have been stationed at San Antonio and El Paso,
will gather at Juarez.
Shooting From American Side.
Douglas, Ariz., April 20. Details of
Minister de la Barra's response to
President Taft's protest against firing into Douglas by the Mexican federal troops and rebels was received
here today. One of the claims of Senor de la Barra is that Lieutenant
Troncozo of the federals was wound-- i
ed by a shot from the American custom house; that shots came from this
custom house constantly during the"
fighting and it is not plain whether
the shots came from the revolutionists who might have taken possession
of the custom house or from the
American sympathizers. An Associated Press correspondent ore the
ground makes the statement showing
that on the day of the battle the insurgents came near the American
custom house, but at no time did they
take possession of the building or
cross into American territory. The
American cavalry arrived
ly after the battle opened, took possession of all ground on the American side near the customs house. The
Associated Press correspondent, who
stood on the porch' of the customs
bouse with other Americans and Mexicans, says that not a single gun was

make a war!"
Juarez is Warned.

this morning warned all foreigners
to seek places of
and
safety. A formal demand was made
last night upon General Juan Navarro
for the surrender of Juarez to the insurrecto army of Francisco I. Madero
hours. The dewithin twenty-fou- r
mand reached General Navarro's headquarters while he was inspecting fortifications for the city's defense.
The above was confirmed by General Garza, secretary general of the
insurrecto party, who said:
"Formal demand of the insurrectos
for the surrender- - of Juarez within
hours has been made uptwenty-fou- r
on General Navarro, commanding tha
federal garrison of Juarez. The note
was sent from El Paso by a messenger to American Consul Edwards in
Juarez to be transmitted by him to
Navarro. No reply has been received."

Later it was learned that Consul
Edwards delivered the note at Navarro's headquarters while the latter
was away inspecting fortifications.
At 8 o'clock last night General Navarro said:
"I have received no notice to surrender."
He turned on his heel and walked
away.
"But, General, the insurrecto secretary says the demand has been
made," he was told.
"I have received no such notice."
he replied again and walked away.
Garza said he did not think he
would leave for the field to see Ma'
dero.
"Our men are anxious for a fight
and I do not know if we can restrain

them or not," he declared.
Supplies Smuggled Across Border.
El Paso, April 20. Madei(o rode
from camp close to the outskirts of
Juarez this morning and examined the
city's fortifications with field glasses.
Madero has two field pieces which
are being placed in position to shell
the town. The insurrectos are said
to have received fresh supplies of
food and amriiunition during the night
notwithstanding the American patrol.
It is certain however, that there will
be no fighting before midnight unless the federals attack. Uncle Sam Not Pleased.
Washington, April 20. The outline
of the reply of the Mexican government as received here has somewhat
depressed the hopes of officials who
have confidently expected a complete
responsive reply from Mexico. It is
feared that a dispositition prevails in
Mexico to make, political capital out
of the activities of Americans and
this promptly will be resented If it appears as calculated to Impair the good
relations of the two countries.'
Gomez Not Discouraged.
Washington, April 20. Dr. Vasquez
Gomez has not relaxed his efforts to
bring about a cessation of military
operations despite Madero's ultimatum. He has sent a message to Madero 'advising him that it had been
(

suggested that the armistice take
fect at midnight, April 21st.
Grave Warning to Madero.
April 20.

Dr.

Sixth

HAVING

"BOOZE" KILLS

Reunion Closed Yesterday and
Degrees Were Conferred on
Fourteen Candidates.

IBBONCQ

O1CT0S

The sixth reunion of the Ancient
and Accepted Scottish Rite .Masons
held in this city closed yesterday
with the conferring of degrees on a
class of fourteen.
All of the class
took the degrees up to atid including
the 32d except William P. Mills of
East Las Vegas, who had to return
to his home on business after he had
taken the 14th degree. The class was
named "Cunningham" after the late
inspector general, Colonel Harper S.
Cunningham and Frank L. Myers was
elected president and Melvin T. Dun-lavof this city, secretary.
There was no banquet at this reunion out of respect to Colonel Cunningham's memory.
The following are the members of
the class.
William Perry Birchfield, Sr., Dem-ing- ;
Frank C. Diver, Dawson; Melvin
Taylor Dunlavy, Santa Fe; John Edward Friede, Albuquerque;
George
Henry Hunker, East Las Vegas; Francis Edward Lester, Mesilla Park;
William McDermott, Gibson; Ernest
Edward Meier, Santa Fc; Julius C.
Meyer,
Estancia; Frank Lamont,
Myers; William Porter Mills, East
Las Vegas; George Marshal Neil,
Santa Fe; Edward Manxon Parham,
Silver City; Earl Richard Vaughn,
Grants, and M. R. Williams, Las Ve-
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IS CAUGHT

j
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and Noto-

Has

Demoralized Escaped Convict
rious Train Robber Found
Their Arrny Says H. E.
at Isleta
Lowenberg

Alcohol

MORE TROUBLE
WITH OWEN AUTOMOBILE

SE!

This Tirre it is Good Roads Enoin-cer C. H. Neal Who Spent Two
Nights With It.

WORKS
GIVES WARNING

Las Cruces, N. M , April ;). After
uouL'ias waiKer o halita Ke had giv-'.up the job of taking to Santa Fe
from Kl Paso, the big v.hi'e steamer,

Unless Republicans Adopt
Progressive Ideas They Are
Doomed to Defeat

recently
by I'ratii; Owen of
Santa Fe. Civil Engineer C. II. Neal of
Santa Fe. bad a trying experience
with a steam automobile and
CONDITIONS
IN THIS CITY
ARIZONA
PEOPLE
he will not. seen forget. The GEFEKOS
machine belonged to Frank
Owil
manager of the Santa Fe waDisturbance Will Work Great Territorial Engineer Takes Ac general
ter works and eleetrk' liitht system, He Approves of Their ConstituGood In End For
tion on Water Rights
and was in El Paso. Mr. Neal earn.;
tion Except Recall of
down for the purpose of driving
the
MexicoApplications.
Judiciary.
ear overland to the capita! eiiy, but
was stalled in crossing San Augustine
That "booze" foiKd in bottles and' Governor Mills has rppointed the pass in the
Washington. April 2;i Arizona's
mountains and comt'laudio pelled to layOrgan
barrels by the insurrectos in towns following notaries public:
in the cold for two rU:iit to statehood under the constituout
they capture is demoralizing their so-- . Ortega, Chapelle. San Miguel county; nights before he finally got the ear in tion which il has presented found a
called "armies" rather than the bul-- ; Fidel Gallegos, Colonias,
Guadalupe shape so that it would make the
trip ;'rnog advocate on the floor of the?lets and bravery of the federal troops county ; William B. Scott, Kenna, into Las Cruees.
1'nietd States Senate today in the perof Mexico was .the declaration of H. Chaves county; Jose V. Quintanu,
smi of Senator Works,
California's
of! Rosa, Rio Ariba county; John T. Poin-NeE. Lowenberg,
former resident
new member of the upper house of
SPEER GAINED ONE
Mexico and now a clothing man-iter- ,
In defending the Arizona
King, Chaves county; James F.
VOTE ON TODAY'S BALLOT. Congress.
ufacturer of Chihuahua, who was in .MeFarland, Logan Quay- - county;
Denver, April L'O. Mayor S)er constitution he took occasion to warn
the city this morning.
George W. Kohn, Montoya,
Quay gained one vote in today's senatorial the Republican party that unless it.
Mr. Lowenberg Was accompanied county,
ballot, that of Representative Rob- should heed the demand made upon
by his beautiful daughter, .Miss Low-Land Entries,
erts of Teller county, but there was ;it for an endorsement of the initiative,
referendum and recall, "earnestly de--:
enberg and they were on their way to The following were the land entries i.o election.
manded by an overwhelming majority
Ojo Caliente to visit Mr. Lowenberg's here yesterday: Greene P. Newton,
other daughter who bow is Mrs. An-- j Aztec; Thomas Sabadra, Tajique;
of our people of ail political parties,"
1N1CHOLAS LONGWCRTH MAY
Joseph.
BE NAMED AMBASSADOR. the party would go down "to defeat
st,in A Christie, Chicago; Robert L.
For an entire week Mr. Lowenberg Hubbard, .Ytoimtainair; William
Washington, D. C, April 20. It is !;:ik1 final destruction anil oblivion."
The real objection to the constitu-ition- ,
and his daughter had been traveling! liuchanan. Riddle; Beatrice Mirijulba said that Presideiy. Taft is considerlie declared, was "one phase of
from Chihuahua to El Paso, which Pucriociio.
the
name
of
Nicholas
ing
l.ongworth
"
the
that has been going on
of
Ohio
a
as
successor
Dr.
struggle
to
David
ordinarily is a trip of ten hours.
por ttle Treasury.
"The delays were due to man.-gas.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Jayne Hill as ambassador to Germany. jilt this country between the common
i.eople and the priviledged,
causes," said Mr. Lowenberg at thelhas r,,w.iv.u ,he following sums for
Palace hotel this morning. "Once our ltu. territorial treasury:
interests, affecting the right to
Solomon
! ttain
had to turn back because oti ,
govern the nation, the state and the
of
treasurer
Valencia
county,
. ..
t.
jU
The initiative,
:
municipalities."
'
uulue'
"l'ta"8e!$.-,'iS.1iCharles U. Miller, territorial
and recall, provided for in
a band of 2a insurrectos stopped us
fund.
survey
and forced every one to shout 'Viva! engineer, li.hydrograp'aie
jthe Arizona constitution and already
V. Krvien, territorial lanu
$:;SS:.(;.j;
in force in some states of the Union,
EVENING Madero.' If a traveler showed no in-- ! commissioner, refund from land fees,
,
was one method the people were
elination to utter this war cry he was
$i,.m.
he asserted, of trying to blot out
poked in the ribs with a musket. !i
To Address Y. M. C. A.
was a
With the excorruption in politics.
sight.
Governor .Mills will go to Las Vegas C. C. Murray Remains ReClever Skit by 'Joe Bren Will "You funny
ception of reca'i of judges, he said he
know the road from Chihuato
an
address Monday
deliver
was heartily in favor of this way of
hua to El Paso, the direct road, is Monday
Hold Boards for Two
ceiver of the New Mexico
getting rid of incompetent or corrupt
not in operation, and wo bad to go by night before the Y. M. C. A. there.
I). Mettill of Chicago and inCentral Railroad
Nights at Beavers
public servants.
way of Torreon which is a very round George
Y.
The Senator tombed on the Lor-- !
about way. We had only five sol- ternational 11. 11.M. C. A. secretary and
Roberts of Las Vega3
inter case with
diers on the train. It would net do to Dr. Frank
his plea for honest
will also be sieakers. The Las Vegas CHARGES FOUND GROUNDLESS
LOCAL TALENT WELL TRAINED run the trains with a
Senator Works was named
large armed
polities.
is
of
one
the
its
association
kind
only
force because the insurrectos might
in the resolution introduced at the
retaliate by using dynamite on the in New Mexico.
present session by Senator LaFolIette
Tuneful Music, Charming Cho- tracks. However when we had to reHondo Canal.
However, Albuquerque Eastern 'calling for another investigation of
turn to Torreon the second time we W. M. Reed and P. W. Dent, who
the Lorimer case, as chairman
of
Will Be Under Separate
rus, Yama Yama Dance,
Ithe committee of investigation.
got 50 soldiers and with this armed have been at'Iloswell conferring with
Will Be Features.
Receivership.
force managed to get along all right the Hondo reservoir water users, left
"This widespread uprising against
The first trip when we had only five for their home in El Paso.' They
if persisted in,
ithe
The curtain will rise at 8:30 at the soldiers on the train we spotted a were finding the disposition of the
Charles C. Murray remains receiv- must corruption that,
eventually overthrow our repElks' theater tonight for the Beav- camp of 130 or more insurrectos not members of the water users' associa- er of the New Mexico Central railresentative form of government," he
ers' benefit performance "The
far from the tracks and the five sol- tion on the subject of making the way.
said, "is founded upon the most con- The performance will diers grew so excited that they asked four years' loan to build 1he canal
This was decided by Judge McFie !Vllir-mivtlr,Yi en
,.rrniiiiAn ,j
last about two hours and a quarter. to stop the train and get off to givs up stream, and they report that they yesterday after
hearing the volumin- eating at the very vitals of the Re-- .'
Joe Bren, the clever manager who battle with the insurrectos. The found the people in favor of it and ous
testimony in the case brought by public and threatening the perpetuity
made "The Inside Inn" such a colos- passengers remonstrated so
forcibly everything leading up to the improve Hunter and McGlashen, who sought to 'of our free institutions.
We need
sal success, is also the writer of this with the
quintette of federal warriors ment moving along in a satisfactory have another receiver appointed. The not go outside of this chamber to find
musical comedy which is being staged that they finally quieted down.
manner.
full hearing took up eighteen days, evidence of this fact.
The pages
and produced under his direction and
nine this time and nine last fall. The of the Congressional
Business is Paralyzed.
Inspection at Las Cruces.
Record of the
with the assistance of his very clever
"There can be no question that W. S. Barlow, captain in the United final argument at this hearing lasted past few months will disclose a
wife, Mrs. Joe JOren.
business in many lines Is paralyzed States army, now retired and holding fourteen hours.
that has brought the whole naThe cast, with the exception of Mrs.
of
This decision
is considered,
to shame.
owing to the insurrection. Manufac- the position of colonel at the New
It was charged that:
tion
Bren, is entirely composed of Santa turers feel this
condition, for they are Mexico Military Institute at. Roswell, course, a sweeping victory for Mr. the election
of a
member of this
Feans and very talented ones. Mrs.
so many accounts. Small mer- was in Las Cruces Monday to inspect Murray as all the charges made body was procured by corrupt practi-- :
Bren has made a great hit as the losing
of
were
him
found by the court ces and i.ie
the "ev Mexico Na- against
chants are deserting their business company A,
bribery of votes in the
Yama Yama girl and every one will
either to go to war or for fear of the tional Guard. Colonel Barlow stated to be groundless. A new receiver. legislature.
I need not enter upon
be anxious to see her.
that company A was at the head of however, will be appointed for tha a discussion of the evidence in that
war
There will be sufficient inspiration
the territorial guard in efficiency just (property of the Albuquerque Eastern case. It is
Booze Kills.
enough to say that it was
for the players to do their best for
as it is in staiion.
From there the which was heretofore under the con-jtr- clearly and sufficiently
now
"The
are
insurrectos
shown that
having
indications point to a full house, the
colonel went to Silver City, and from
of Receiver Murray. This new corrupt
had been resorted to
practices
seat sale having begun with a rush great trouble to get ammunition, so there will go to
made for the rea- in the election and that some votes
that appointment will
that showed there will be only stand- stringent are the regulations along city closing his tourAlbuquerque,
son that Mr. Murray's interests as re- had been
of inspection.
border.
the
Then
the
too,
insurrectos
purchased.
ing room after the curtain goes up. are
K. for Work on the ceiver of
the Enterprise National
"I have cited the case," the Senhampered by having several kinds Everything 0.
There will doubtless be a large atbank may in future conflict with other
Water Applications.
ator continued, "to show why the
tendance at tomorrow's performance of arms and it is difficult for them
Action has been taken by Territori- interests involved in the foreclosure people of this
For exalso. After the play tomorrow night, to get suitable ammunition.
country most justly
of
the
bonds.
Eastern's
claim a larger share in the election
the cast will be entertained by the ample they got hold of a lot of Mauser al Engineer Miller on the following It was Albuquerque
to
best
by the court
thought
of their officers and the control of leg- Beavers at their home and Morrison's rifles which were for the federal water rights applications:
relieve Mr. Murray of any possible
No. 542. John W. Lillard, of Farm-ingtoislation.
It is one out of hundreds
orchestra will discourse sweet music troops but they did not get tha bul
which might arise in
lets which are shipped from Germany.
cases where corrupt and illegal in-- I
for waste water from ditches embarrassment
while those so inclined may dance.
jof
case.
that
Hence they cannot use these firing flowing in Hubbard Arroyo,
fluences have been brought to bear
Scored in Duke City.
rejected
The counsel for Mr. Murray was
on the grounds tuat waste water is
to control elections and the enact- Of "The Masqueraders" which was pieces.
Colonel E. W. Dobson of Albuquer"One of the great troubles with not subject to appropriation.
ment of legislation detrimental to
seen in Albuquerque the Journal says:
que, and the Pittsburg Trust Company
With even more abandon, and the the insurrecto forces is the craving No. 4XX. Charles T. Adams, of and other interests
jthe public at large.
which
the
opposed
"Is there no
he asked, "by
actors acting as though they owned for alcohol. When they capture a Carlsbad, for the use of waters of Sit- removal of Mr.
Murray were repre- which such evil way,"
the stage and Had it for sale, went town and get hold of barrels or bot- ting Bull Creek; approved.
influences
may he
sented
S.
Wendt of Pittsby John
to No. 194. R. L. Survant, of
the second production of "The Mas- tles of the stimulants, it is
Some Senators
and Judge Edward A. Mann of met and overcome?
burg
When the
Colorado, application for wa- Albuquerque.
queraders" in Elks' theater last night. the efficiency of the soldiers. They
The intervenors were ;hcre seem to think not.
And though those that saw the first go on an awful tear. That is all there ters of springs approved, eliminating
to limit the power of
ieople
attempt
ChicaJ.
of
Krb
by
Judge
represented
show could suggest nothing in the is to it. The insurrectos at first were springs Nos. 3 and 4
their representatives and assume
go, Stanley Pearce of St. Louis and
No. 3G4. Application of Farming-to- Catron
j some of that power
themselves by ig- way of improvement the many that made up of certain middle class ranchof
Col.
Fe.
and
Catron
Santa
went both nights could not but' see ers who had possibly a real grievance.
Power and Irrigation company for George W. Prichard of this
norlng the unfaithful representative
and
city,
that everyone, including the horse Madero was not in the first uprising, extension of time to complete re- Neil B. Field of Albuquerque, were land acftng directly at the polls, or by
who is the last of the capable cast to reports to the contrary notwithstand- quired
of work; approved.
also present $t the hearing and al- recalling him and substituting an
enter, had warmed up to the respec- ing.
New Company.
though neutral as to the removal pro- honest and faithful representative in
tive parts.
Sympathy for Diaz.
The Retreat Land and Cattle Com- - ceedings are said to have represented his place, the cry is raised that this
Some apprehension was expert
"I do not quite understand whyjpimy mei
effort to control their own represenincorporation papers in the certain unsecured creditors.
enced during the day when it got there should be much sympathy in office of Territorial
tatives and, their own government is a
Conference
at
Capitol.
Secretary Jaffa
winged about that "LandSC the this country for the Madero faction. today.
The attorneys representing both violation of the constitution of the
The new company is incorDutch comedian had sprained his an- President Diaz has been exceedingly porated with $3,000 of
United States and an encroachment
stock, consist- sides met this afternoon at the Capikle and was home under the doctor's friendly to people from the United
ing of 30 shares at Si on each. The tol and were in conference with Judga upon the principles of our representcare. But Mr. Landolfi was there and States and his policy has aided for- main office is at 101
form of government.
S,an Francisco McFie over the appointment of a re- ative
with a slight limp that only made him eigners who invest in Mexico. His
"That is the issue which confronts
ceiver for the Albuquerque
this
Eastern
street,
The
city.
incorporators
more interesting in his ludicious part policy may not have guaranteed free- are
The proposed constitution
William F. Astlov five shares; Ida uiilway. It is thought that Judge Mc- its today.
Mrs. Joe Bren never appeared to bet- dom at elections but we understand W.
of Arizona provides for the initiative,
five shares;
S. Fie will name a receiver some time
Thomas
Astler,
ter advantage in her life than last he is willing to make all concessions
referendum and recall.
Objection is
Conroy, five shares; Clay X. Patter- next week.
made to the admission of this terrinight in both her song and dance that are demanded except to resign. son, Ojo Caliente,
five
W.
J.
shares;
numbers. The Yama Yama dance was It would be hard to find a man able
tory as a state on this ground and
of
Waffensmith,
five FRANCE MAY SEND ARMY
Espanola,
given with a charming grace and to fill his place a man with his diploTO GATES OF FEZ. this alone."
Lillian Waffensmith of Esshares;
childish abandon that .took the house macy and wisdom.
j
Senator Works then attempted to
panola, five shares. The company is
by storm and she was recalled recitations from Supreme
by
prove
Will Work Good.
in
Another
Morocco
Will
Uprising
incorporated for a period of 25 years.
Court decisions, and other legal politi-jca- l
peatedly for a bit more of the quaint
"In the end, however, we expect
Furnish Good Excuse for Final
The
F.
W.
are
directors
Astler,
song and strenuous dancing. All the this insurrectionary
movement
opinions that the people of Ari- to
Absorption.
other members of the cast, who pass over and to work great good for Thos. g. Conroy and Clay N. PatterParis, April 20. The situation in zona have a right to decide for them- son.
scored so heavily on the preceding the country. The federal
Morocco resulting from the rebellion selves what form of Republican govgovernment
Bronco Bill Captured.
night, did themselves one better and troops are pretty well scattered all
Sultan Molii Haafid has led ernment they will live under so long
against
A
has
been received here to the talk of French intervention
each and every one received a hearty over the republic but this insurrectelegram
by as it does not conflict in any way
reception at the hands of the pleased tion in my opinion, will finally quiet stating that "bad man" Bronco Bilf, sending an army to'the gates of Fez. with the constitution, he declared
former cow puncher of Grant county,
audience.
down."
The French government however, has States or the principles of the DeclaThe ladies were remembered by the
expert shot, and six times a train rob- not reached a decision in the matter. ration of Independence.
As "RepubElks' lodge with gorgeous bouquets LIQUOR SELLERS SET
ber, etc., has been captured at Isleta
lican form of government" is not deon both nights and the gentlemen
fined by the constitution, he declared
FIRE TO SALOON. and now is on his way back to the B. F. BUSH ELECTED
with cabbage and other offerings of
penitentiary. Bronco escaped a few
PRESIDENT OF WESTERN ROAD that it must be assumed that the
a vegetable variety. Enough could At First it Was Thought That Three days ago by using a rope while he
phrase was used in the "generally acwas supposed to be ill at the penitennot be said in praise of the chorus,
Persons- Had Been Incinerated
New York, April 20. B. F. Bush cepted sense, if there is any."
He,
who acted and sung "to the stage
tiary hospital. As he is a life sen- was today elected president of the St. j then sought to prove his contention
in Flames.
tence prisoner and 13 considered
born."
It was essentially a beauty
a Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern that under a "Republican form ot
chorus, that in the feminine part, and
Chicago, April 20. Three persons very dangerous man, his capture was railway, a subsidiary of the Missouri government," as provided for in the
the galaxy of prettiness in' a maze ot supposed to have been burned to earnestly desired by the authorities. Pacific. His resignation as
constitution, "the power to govern exdance and song delighted the audi- death in a fire which followed an ex- There was a reward of f 100 for his of the Western Maryland president
railroad ists in the people."
ence as much as any part of the plosion last
Details of the arrest are was accepted today.
He declared that, while he was in
night in the wholesale capture.
show.
liquor store of Joseph Morici and lacking but it is said Bronco will ride
favor of the direct election reforms
Briefly Joe Bren has come once Company, were reported today as hav- into the city tonight on the late train.
Died at Age of 103 Years Rosarita which Arizona wanted, he did not beGovernor Mills was much pleased Martinez, aged 103 years, died yester- lieve in a
again has come and conquered just ing left the building safely. Morici
pure Democracy, which
as the talented musical director al- and his partner Peter Misurace were to hear of Bronco's arrest, as Bronco
day at Old Albuquerque where she would be "too weak and unstable to
ways does, and he and his charming arrested. The police believe that the is the first prisoner who has escaped was bom in- 180S. Tuesday she ate meet the demands of a nation like
wife will ever find a welcome from case is one of arson and that the
11
heartily of her favorite dish and her
the theater-goinBlack Hand had nothing to do with it.
public.
death was sudden and "unexpected."
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Continued on Page eight.)
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El Paso, April 20. American Consul Edwards in Juarez at 11 o'clock

Washington,

MASONIC CLASS NAMED
FOR COLONEL CUNNINGHAM.

NO

ef-

Gomea

sent an urgent message to Madera
via El Paso at 2:30 this afternoon
cautioning him against
attacking
Juarez at present. Gomez indicated
that with the grave situation in
Washington concerning the Mexican
reply to the American note, It is most
necessary to prevent any further
international complications.
Resolution
20
Senator
April
Culberson of Texas today introduced
a resolution' declaring that it is the
sense of the Senate that "intervention by the United States in the existing revolution In Mexico would be

Washington,

without Justification and contrary
to the settled principles of this
government of
In domestic concerns of other countries" and
that "the extent that the United
Slates should go In the nresent emergency in Mexico is to enforce the
neutrality laws with vigor and fully
protect the life and property within
their limit along the Mexican boundary. It wag referred to the committee on foreign relations.
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THE LITTLE

STORE

We Have
Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.
MARCH 17th THE DAY TO PLANT THEM

W inter Grocery
jj

ft"'

jj

Southern

WE

Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

ECZEMA CURE A EEAUTY WASH.
Although D. D. D. Prescription has
been recognized for years ;is the one
remedy for Eczema, Psoriasis, and all
other forms of skin diseases, it is
that there is no other wash,
even those used by the beauty specialists, that can compare with this
mild liquid for cleansing the skin of
pimples, blackheads, rash and all similar skin affections.
For this reason alone, a bottle of
D. D. D. should be kept on hand in
A trial 2rc bottle
every household.
will show you the merits of this great
remedy as a complexion wash.
D. D. D. seems to remove the cause
whatever the trouble may be, cleans- ing the skin and leaving it as soft as
and clear as that of a healthy
child.
Get a 25c bottle today and keep it
in the house.
Sold by Capital Pharmacy.
SET

Co.

Telephone No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

THE

Hit

ROUND

UP.

Our Golden Wedding Day.
(By Mrs. Lillian Van.)
f
a century, dear wife,
We've journeyed side by side;
T'was fifty years ago today
That you became my bride.
Step by step together, hand in hand,
As up Life's hill we climb,
With faces toward the setting sun,
Comrades true, through storm or
shine.
On

iIExAN SAjrrA FB' S' M

an Bend colony,
t son, John and
Dona Ana &
Krank Oobb
brown from a
while
hack in a riOUJ(. accident
At
ray horses.
driving a tei
the electric light "f .ant the team became frightened and'siarted to run,
making a quick urn which threw
John Forbes and Gobble from the
hack, the reins falling to the ground.
Mr. Forbes, while trying to get out
of the back end of the hack, was
thrown on the wheel and then to the
ground, being "badly cut and bruissJ.
wounds on his lu ad going through
John was
the flesh to the skull.
rendered unconscious by his fall, but
otherwise unhurt, and Frank Gobble,
wf,o is walking on crutches on
count of a broken leg was not injured
at all.

rancher of tr

I

Established

1856.

Incorporated

1903

,

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT
FUND FOR RED CROSS.
Gift of $5,000, Income of Which is to
be Used For First Aid Prizes to
Railroad Men.

friend has presented to
the American ued vross a special endowment of $5,0011, to be called the
William Howard Taft Fund, in honor
of the President of the American Red
Cross, because of his constant and
helpful assistance in all of its work.
The interest of this fund is to be
A generous

GIN

There is not an ounce cf rosin in Sunny Monday Laundry Soap. "Rosin is used in
all other laundry soaps because it is cheaper than the
fats and oils used in Sunny

BROS

Puritan Art Draperies

Mondav. Sunnv Monday costs more ft
nfhnr ntrArtI ?l
f .
to manuiacturetuuii
jny uuia lau.m.jr t
soap of which we know. It is kind to y
clothes will not shrink flannels or,.,'
,j
woolens, or turn clothes yellow.
Sunny Monday is just as pure as i.
its whiteness indicates ; it is the safest
and most economical laundry soap
you can use.
i

THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

j

YOUR HOME

j

Duplex Scrim

Silkoline
Burlap
Cloth
Cloth
Dimity Cloth
Rugs
Carpets

Vienna
Dundee
Geneva
Corona

COMPANY

THE N. K. FAIRBANK.
CHICAGO

Radium Cloth '
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta

the
against
couraging
agitation
saloon3 which seem to be in control
Those salof the city government.
Denim
oons which conduct business in an orCurtains
derly manner in a neighborhood
are
unwelcome
where they are not
devoted to providing prizes for first suffering from the impudence of the
aid work and competitions among the saloon which proposes to squat at
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY
Four Congress and Belknap streets. Tucrailroad men of the country.
prizes with medals will be awarded son Arizona, Citizen.
The first prize for $50,
And as we met the burdens, dear,
annually.
the second for $25, the third for $15, TOPOGRAPHIC INDEX SHEETS
Along the path of Time,
No.
O. Box 219
OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
Your end of the yoke you've borne, and the fourth for $10, for the best aid
ETC
the
mine.
BREAD,
CREAM
by
year
'assistance given miring
And I have carried
FRESH CAKES
PUFFS,
FRESH PIES
Sur-The United States Geological
a member of any class among railroad
Now as we turn and glance aback
. . .v- .
..i.
men organized under Red Cross aus-- i vey publishes for the convenience of
Toward the rising sun
show
which
these the public, index sheets
Any contestant for
It does not seem so far to us,
pices.
the progress of the topographic work
This road whicu we have come.
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
prizes must, in order to qualify, send
a sworn statement, supported by the of the Survey in the several states.
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
sworn statement of the physician who Any of these index sheets will he sent
For many blossoms sweet and rare
first treated the injured man, to the without charge on application to the
Have strewn the rugged way;
a
found
we
First Aid Department of the Red Director of the Survey at Washing
Though, if perchance,
A jury will be appointed to ton. The Survey's topographic maps
Cross.
thorn
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
have come to be recognized as of
determine
gay,
the
upon the winner.
petals
Among
great importance to a large propor- seemed
wound
the
at
of
first,
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes And if
The remainder of the interest
tion of the people of any community,
deep
this fund will be devoted to prizes and and those who
use them will fina the
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
And cruel in its pain,
medals for competitions in first aid
a great convenience in
Some other blossom healed the hurt, among railroad men given under Red index sheet
ANY BOY
picking out the particular maps wantCross auspices.
Then, we could smile again.
ed. Most, of the standard topographic
Similar prizes will be provided by maps are now published on the scale
One half a century, near wite,
the American Red Cross for members of about a mile to the inch and cover
From out the space of Time;
of other first aid classes organized an area approximating
210
ENGINE.
square
We wonder what awaits us, wnen
the auspices of that associa- - miles. Over 2,000 maps of different
under
The other hill we climb.
scales have already been published,
we tion.
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care The summit here together may
some surveys having been made in
reach
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
every State. Most of the maps are
other
the
in
hand
hand
And enter
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
sold at five cents each.
rniTfiDifli
life
M
LUIIUIIIhL ILnJIILD
No greater boon l ask than this
HOW'S THIS?
That you may be my wife.
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
oner
une nuuureu uuiiuia xwr
we
f
1911.
1SG1
April 25,
April 25,
It's the Santa Fe Way- -It you S ward for any case o Catarrli that can- work. For sale by
i
to oania re wiuhu
Lambing is now weeks, let us put you wise, n you ao not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. in Good LambonCrop
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ranches
throughthe
progress
not belong to all of the lodges on the
of
The
We, the undersigned, have known
crop
out San Miguel county.
man. you had better wear a bullet
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, anJ
lambs this year, from present indiorders
in
fraternal
the
as
proof suit
FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
cations, will be a large one, eclipsing Santa Fe are out after every new believe him perfectly honorable in all
NEW TOOLS?
business transactions and financially
that of last season.
are
If
comes
man
that
along.
they
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
Died of German Measles At Albu- as enthusiastic all over the state as able to carry out any obligations made
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
uerque. where she was a student in they are in the capital city it wouldn't by his firm.
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
the Indian school, Juana Lupita Gar- take long to put our new state on
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
cia, died of pneumonia, the sequel
, feet
Estancia Daily Herald.
of an attack of German measles with
Hall'3 Catarrh Cure is taken interwhich she was stricken a week ago.
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Wood-Davi- s
H. P. Garvin of
Garvin Promoted
- and mucous surfaces of
the system.
inbe
will
Some of our local people
Las Vegas, a Santa Fe engineer with
75c.
sent
Price
free.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Testimonials
etrested to learn that a
a run on the third district, has re committee from Santa Fe has been per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
f If
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package ceived notice of his appointment as
ALFALFA SEED.
Take Hall's Family Pili
in San. Juan
around
up
meandering
airbrake inspector on the Santa Fe
14.
14.
county, fixing things up for a highThe only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
system with headquarters in Topeka.
from Farmington to the capital.
way
Automobile Destroyed This after
should admiro
Need
You
noon while out testing nis mauuiue Certainly Albuquerque
kind of spirit; it's the kind
that
Deputy Sheriff Smith had the misfor that has made the city, but what is
A
tune to have the auto catch fire. It
II
and
Phone Black was burned all but the rear wheels more to the point, a Albuquerque rail
s
Phone Black
want
connecting
in no time. The accident occurred Farmington
AND
road and we must be alive to our inout near the Souders place, south of terests if we
mema
Are
you
it
get
town.
It was caused by leakage of
RATON
ber of the Commercial Club and doing
the gasoline. Estancia Daily Herald.
YANKEE
now
is
time
the
If
share?
not,
Rattle Snakes in Good Spirits A. your
CERRILLOS
Herald.
to
Albuquerque
join
Kappus had one of his horses bitten
There
by a rattlesnake last Friday.
The Impudence of the Saloon.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
have been several horses bitten here
There - a growing sentiment in
Sawed Wood and Kmdhrg.
The
usual.
more
than
this spring,
Tucson in favor of closing the saloons
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
dampness in the ground must bring all day Sunday.
TAEZTDfs.fZt.
The arrogance of
them out. They seem to be in good
on a prin
85
saloon
itself
in
forcing
Telephone
Telephone 85
spirits as everybody is this spring cipal corner of the city in the face
a
Xaravisa
for
big crop.
looking
of the protest of most of the business
Lumber and all kinds
Quay County, New Mexican.
Lump, nut and
men in the immediate vicinity is en- is
Sale
Farm
What
?C3,CJ
thought
that our Tailoring is perfect because
of building material
mine run coal
io it lue biggest deal in improved
that fact is well known all over town.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Pecos Valley land since the sale of
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
But we may remind you that we have
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
of
east
W.
the George
Medley place
Take I.AXATIV E BRMO Quinine Table
just received a fine line of Spring
Roswell to the late S. B. Owens, sev Druggibts.efuncl money .1 It ails to cure H
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
lProved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
PHI? C A I
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
eral years ago, was closed by the W. GilwVK'S ilK'iatui Is on each box 2 now is
chance to have either or
andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
your
firm of W. C. Lawrence and
Edgar
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
to your order. We
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
both
made
up
to
Wm
Thode
sold
H.
J.
when
Calfee,
We Have Built Up
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain."
J. Walsh and an eastern corporation
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
the handsome apple and alfalfa ranch
you will be satisfied with the charge.
of 391 acres for a consideration of
Modern Residences for Rent.
too.
The consideration of the
$80,000.
101
Ave
s
Medley-OwenWashington
sale was $105,000, but
103
a greater part of the value was an
Ave.
exchange of land in the Panhandle
for the Medley place.
Irrigation Data Completed For the
past seven months George V. New
ton, a special agent of the Census Bu
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
reau of the Department of Commerce
and Labor at Washington, with Professor F. L. Bixby, of the Irrigation
Department of the Agricultural Col
lege has been busy in the compilation
From
of data concerning the irrigation and
TAOS
BARRANCA
They have
ciops of New Mexico.
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Rigs,
maintained an office at the college In
South
Both
North
Meets
and
have
avery
Morses.
large quantities
and have had a number of men in the
the
Bounds
fielu doing the actual field work in the modern facility for furnishing
best rough or dressed
Of very
Wka in Reed f inyfttig
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
gathering of the data required.
Lumber
these
were
from
four
taken
men,
ifl
grad of every description. We ara thui the north bound train and arrives at
UYERY IML
30 H. P.
$1,500
uates of the college, Edward Redding
Taos at 7 p. m.
Drivers
Faratsted.
and Jay Stoneking having been out enabled to make the very best prices
We repair and care for all makes
Ten miles shorter than any otter
of such high grade.
for several weeus last fall, and for Lumber
way. Good covered hack and good
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
VTe will be pleased to figure on your
Maughs Brown and Roland Harwell
teams.
Don Caspar Arm.
from theii terri- contracts.
returned
just
Eu-having
to Main
FE GARAGE
Thlag
Palace Ave.
tory.
exig0x Corafoxta'klo,
Hurt in Runaway J. W. Forbes, a

WITH

ALL

CASH

One-hal-

PURCHASES

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

Phone

P.

1

EVERY DAY

-

j

36

-

j

ciaeunc

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
F.

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

Wide-Awak-

wide-awak-

e

Its Hardware We Have it.

tr

Phone

Phone

grain

Don't

Reminder

LEO HERSCH

45

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

45

Screened

Lump

Eugenio Romero
LU BER & COAL YARD

p
rUlV jAIX

TH0V1AS

R DELGAD0, Mgr.

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Palace

TAILOR.

WOOD'IS HACK LINE
TO

LIVERY STABLE

Fine
Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle

Trains.

CALL

UP

SNTA

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

MARCH

Zook

Pharmacy
Phone 213

WINDS

'Phone

9

fk

CHAS. CLOSSON

len

$5.00

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perrect in all kinds or weatner.

OOKS

Pharmacy

Phone 213
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RAIN C,
DON'T WAIT.

Take Advantage of a Santa Fe
zen's Experience Before It's

Citi-

n

OILGLDTH

Too Late.

LINOLEUM,

tie

cbmnic :

Census Bulletin Showing Extent of Manufacture of
Till urinary troubles destroy night's
These Articles
rest.
kidney troubles

Till serious

Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's experience.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
"I know that Doan's
N. M., says:
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. If I were not confident
of this fact, I could never have been
induced to give this remedy my endorsement There was a dull ache In
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
off from work for two or three dayB.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me entire relief, and the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to this remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testimonial In January, 1907, and when
interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kidney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
them two and a half years ago. This
remedy always gives beneSt when I
use It"
For sale by all dealers. Price BO
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

6,000 MENM

EMPLOYED

Capital Invested Almost
Value of Product

$22,-000,00-

$26,420,000.

Washington, D. C, April 20. A preliminary statement showing the general results o the United States census ol establishments engaged in
IfiuM in the manufacture of oilcloth,
linoleum, and artificial leather was
issued today by the Director of the
Census, E. Dana Dura a. It presents
comparative statistics for the l!Mi!)
and 1904 censuses; an account of the
Quantity and value of oilcoth and linoleum manufactured; a summary for
1909 of the statistics for artificial
leather together with some comparative statistics of imports and exports.
The report was prepared under the
direction of Mr. William M. Steuart,
chief statistician.
The figures are
States.
and subject to such
preliminary
Remember the name Doan's and changes as may be
necessary after
take no other.
a further examination of the schedules.
NOTICE.
The reports were taken for the calThe annual meeting of the stockholders of the New Mexico Telephone endar year ending December 31, 1909,
wherever the system of bookkeeping
Company will be held at its office,
northwest corner plaza, Santa Fe, N. permitted figures for that period to
be secured, but where the fiscal year
M., Friday, April 21, 1911, 3 p. m.
of an establishment differed from the
calendar year a report was obtained
for the operations of that establishment for its fiscal vear failing most
the calendar year
largely within
Foster-Mllbur-

n

IMPEKIAL

LAID!

1909.

Fcr Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. FO. BROWN Agent

Oilcloth, linoleum, and artificial
leather Summary, 1909: Number of
establishments, 40; capital, $21,S44,-000- ;
cost of materials used, $17,5S5,-,000- ;
salaries and wages, $3,S03,000;

miscellaneous
$2,008,000;
expenses,
Value of products $20,420,000; value
added by manufacture to products
Phone No. 23 Red
less cost of materials, $8,885,000. EmNumber of
salaried ofployes:
ficials and clerks, 410; average nums
Open Day and Night
ber of
employed during
the year, 5,(322.
La Salle Restaurant
The statistics shown in the above
table can not be compared with any
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
data for previous censuses, for the
reason that the figures for the manuwo boors below F. Andrews Store
facture of artificial leather which are SAFE MEDICINE FOR CHILDREN.
REGULAR MEALS 25c
included were never before tabulated
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is 2 safe and effective medicine for
separately.
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
children as it does not contain opiates
Oilcloth and Linoleum .
,
The statement published
presents or harmful drugs. The genuine Foley's
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
a comparative summary for 1909 and Honey and Tar Compound is in a yel
Sold by all druggL
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
1904 of the statistics for oilcloth and low package.
linoleum manufacture, not including
New York Chop Suey 50c.
artificial leather, and shows the quan- LONE STAR STATE
PRODUCER OF BUTTER.
tity and value of the different kinds
W. H. KERR,
of oilcloth and linoleum reported at
butter
Texas,
April 20. Texas
both censuses, with the percentage
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
of American
almost
of increase during the period.
spreads
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
New Jersey is the leading state in bread. There was a time when the
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays the industry, Pennsylvania is second, Klgin product was found on half o:
the city tables in the land. But the
and New York third.
All work is guaranteed; your
Texas cow has changed the butter
socks are mended and buttons
Development of the Industry.
sewed on you shirts, without
The manufacture of oilcloth in the map of this country and today the
extra charge.
United States appears to have com- highest grade of butter made in the
fHONE RED 122. PHONE RUE 122. menced about 1807 Statistics for the world conies from Texas creameries.
industry first appear In the census re- The business of butter making acports for 1810, when one establish- cording to the statistical reports, has
ment was reported in Philadelphia as grown more rapidly in the Lone Star
Whenever you want an easy shave
engaged in "floor-clotstamping." state than in any other state in the
As good as barbers ever gave,
Its product was given as 1,500 yards, Union. It is estimated that there are
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
valued at $3,000. At the census of more than 3,000 herds of Jersey and
I'll curl and dress the hair with
1850 there were 50 establishments 'n Holstein cows in Texas today. Many
I'll suit the contour of your face. grace
My razor share and scissors keen.
which manufactured a pro- of these are managed by women,
operation
is
My shop neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
duct valued at $1,256,994. From that some of whom have grown very wealTo suit the taste and please the mind.
time considerable increases have been thy making butter for the market
This busishown at every census in the value centers of the country.
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
of the product manufactured, excep". ness unlike many other commercial
at the census of 1890, when there efforts has its romantic side, and re
was a small decrease.
cently it was announced that a well
The returns for 1909 show that the known New York business man would
O. K. BARBER SHOP
industry is not widely distributed, be- soon become the husband of a Texas
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
ing confined mainly to the Eastern girl who had made her mark in the
Middle and Central Western states. world commercially
manufacturing
butter, and by this made an impression on one of the moving forces in
Wall Street to that extent that he
made a trip to Texas to meet this
ft
young woman. The meeting was another illustration of the old story
love at first sight. Shortly after this
meeting,; society in the metropolis of
the country and that of Texas was
thrilled by the announcement that
one of the most famous butter makers
in the country would be a June bride.
From this incident it is evident that
butter making in Texas has an at
traction for women not possible in
daImonnis?ht 130 RED
108 TlLvAKoa
many other states.
Many of the large ranches which
DONE.
PICTURE FRAmlPiG TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY
;
a few years ago were used for growing beef cattle are now occupied by
dairy cows and so profitable has this
business become that others are going out of the beef producing business
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE into the manufacture of butter and
are stocking their lands with the best
Rosweil, New Mexico.
known butter cows. A short time ago
"The West Point of the Southwest"
a famous herd that was kept at Beau5
mont was sold at a most extravagant
Racked by United States War Depart.Mr
ment as "Distinguished Institution."
price and shipped to a large ranch
in the western part of this state. It
Array officers detailed by War Depart
is estimated that with this start of
ment
cows, this rancho will have
JtV
Academic
course, preparing dairy
Thorough
3,000 cows in five years. To be iiv n
young men for college or business life.
position to dispatch work rapidly, the
Great anoint of open air work. Healthowner has ordered five of the famous
iest location of any Military School in
Thistle molking machines so extenthe Union.
Located in the beautiful
sively used in the dairying districts
Pecos Valley, the
the
of
garden spot
of Scotland.
West-a- t
an elevatioa of 3700 feet above
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
STOPPED THOSE PAINS.
rain or snow during session.
Copper Hill, Va. Mrs. Ida Connor,
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, alt c this place, says: "For years I had
graduates from standard eastern colleges a pain in my right side, and I was
Ten buildings, thoroughly
very sick with womanly troubles. I
furnished
tried different doctors but could get
heated, lighted and modern in all resI had givea up all hope of
no relief.
pects.
ever getting well. I took Cardui, and
REGENTS- -E
A. CAH00N President,
It relieved the pain in my side, and
W, G. HAMILTON,
now I feel like a new person.
It is
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
a wonderful medicine." Many women
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
are completely worn-ou- t
and discourand W. A. FINLAY.
aged on account of womanly troubles.
For particulars and illustrated catalAre you? Take Cardui, the woman's
WILSON,
ogue address. CoLJAS-W- .
tonic.
Its record shows that it will
.,.
Superintendent
help' you.
Why wait?
Try it toAsk your druggist about It
day.
wage-earner-

one-thir-

h

T. W. ROBERT S

MULLIGAN & RISING

IFUNERAL DIRECTORS
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no pilgrimages in a body, and this
dej DETAILS OF SUICIDE
cision is said to haw called off many
OF THOMAS S. HUBBELL.
excursions tu the Rental Citv. Th.-...
.
Ill n.J.StlO ), COW ever.
lttal.e his Was Prominent Flic. aH
lift V TR 11 fl R I ivisit
lfni whether l.e ,;o,.s with
With Which He Killed Him-- j
"I Uid rMrrU nr1
l.V
M '
from
and mt.nr if.w.h
bntt.ftft Inufrr.r
self Bore Insignia of Order
!i "anv 01 "":
At two yt ars. ly!n.ri
for
tftkit. medi- Wn
IU
While in Europe it. is thouirht His
i r.tnr droit.
tn-no ruf nniv
I
i Urn.
wiil
to
tnrTl r.l
Grace will likely visit his birthplace
fr:V.'iMi his ha nil grasping the
tfi umy l,.:.S i'.r li.d illation
weapon
'" M.IrtE''i it fi'J to
tr, f,owin in eoo4
in Lyons, France, and other cities.
Oil
a
him-Ii'h
which
f
he
had
wj.
Toejr
inllicted upon
Left Yesterday for Chicago
btucaity, AUuca Chunk, P.
a mortal wound, Thomas S. Hub-1Many Farewells.
and Thence Goes to
fur many years one of the
The departure of the archbishop
was preceded by the tendering of re
in .Now M.xieo,
fii;ur"-Washington
ceptions in his honor here. Tester - was found early yesterdav morning.
day and the day before there was a ;his iicail in a pool of blood, and his
WILL MIL FROM HEW YORK large numberth.'--of visitors at his resi- burly prone and stiff in the rigor of
dence where
wished him a "bon 'ir atl:,
today's Albuipienp'.e Journal. For a long time, Thomas
l
voyage" and speedy return.
had been suffering from an inALL
About
o'clock
:!::;o
afterin
yesterday
While
Europe Will Likely noon His Grace entered a
DRUGGISTS
carriage curable dieasf, from which he bad
fftifttaMf., rotcnl Taite flonrl Do OkkI
ritMnt
Visit His Home in Lyons,
and with him was Dean J. G. Splin- been toid by his physicians, that he
Wfck. n r i.rlin-Trie
Ut.U-iA
4,)raritt-tto cure orgrnnioe
Mumped
juur moii--b&
ters of Chaperito, San Miguel county. could nor possibly recover.
France,
This, l.k. evr !!d in fci.k.
adder!
to
Sterlinn
the tact, that business cares
Remedy Co., Wheeling, W.Va.
Tiny drove to the station where they
were pressing i.po- - him, and he felt ANNUAL SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
His Grace, the Most Rev. Archbish- were met by members of the local
himself in no condition to meet them,
clergy, including the Rev. Joseph
op J. B. Pitaval, head of the archchancellor, and the Rev. Car- is said to have caused a fit of tem- left Magdalena, Socorro county, fo
diocese of Santa Fe, embracing
los Bobst. of the Cathedral; the Rev. porary insanity during which time hi the ranch, T. miles southwest of that
square miles, left Santa Fe yester Anthony Besset and the Rev. Julius committed the deed that ended his place in an automobile early yesterday afternoon for Rome, Italy, tojHartmann of the Church of Our Lady life. All who knew Tom Hubbell, are day morning.
make his visit "ad limina. or to the of Guadalune.
Several Santa TV lnv- - positive of the belief that he was of
Thomas S. Hubbell was in Pajari-t.- i
gates" of the Vatican, calling on His nien were also at the depot to bid the too sunny and optimistic a disposition
near this city 44 years ago, the son
Holiness Pope Pius X, as is custom- archbishop farewell.
when well to have hurried himself of Santiago L. and Juliana de Hubin
ten years for bishops and
ary once
into eternity by such an act.
The bell. In earty life be went to ArizoFather Pugens and Father
archbishops of the Roman Catholic
and Dean Splinters accompa- coroner's jury sitting on the case yes- na, during which time he served as
church.
nied the archbishop as far as Lamy. terday afternoon, and having beard an officer in that territory. ReturnThe archbishop will po to Chicago
His Grace appeared in excellent the evidence, by their verdict corro- ing to Albuquerque later he thence
where he will meet Archbishop Quig-le- health, although he had a
forth made that city his home. For
slight cold. borate the belief.
and thence to Washington to atThomas Hubbell Jr., who was asleep
The archbishop will likely be asked
the entire time up to August
tend the meeting of the archbishops to preach in some of the
cities on another bed in the same room "1st, !nC,, he was a oeace officer in
large
of the United States April 27. From of this
He was first a mera- country as well as Europe was awakened by the shot to find Albuquerque.
Chicago he will likely go to New York that he will visit before his return lns lather on the floor in his own
of the city police force, and in
blood. He gave the alarm Inrnedi-- !
was appointed deputy sheriff
and Dr. J. F. I'oarce was called, ,!., Colom l Charles F. Hunt, now of
but the sufferer
tli
was beyond
KI Paso, who was sheriff.
In 1S07 he
reach of human assistance.
succeeded Colonel Hunt as sheriff
Coroner W. W. McC'lcllan was then land served continuously as such unnotified and after viewing the body it i". removed by Governor
Otero in
:.:avo permission to have the remains 1H05.
lie then engaged in private busiremoved to an undertaking parlor.
At the undertaking parlor an examin- ness, but soon after his health broke
ation was made and it was decided .down, and the disease which finally
the preyed on him until he committed suthat the bullet which caused
of Bernalillo
death of the
icide, began making inroads upon
county, entering at the left breast him.
and coursing downward, coming out
During his life in this city he was
ot the back above waist, had shat- prominently connected with the bus-- !
tered the great heart, of a man who iness and social affairs of the growHe was one of the
was commonly reported not to have ing community.
tin enemy in the world.
leading Elks from the organization of
a
coroner's that order, at one time serving as
Yesterday
morning,
Ruler of '.he order.
jury was summoned and sworn comStrangely enough, the weapon with
posed of B. Kuppe, foreman; K.
Y.
C. Oster-eich- , which he
Sol. Benjamin,
the fatal deed
F. J. Giirulo, and J. G. Albright. that, ended his life, bore on its pearl
The jury viewed the body and id-- ; handle the insignia of the order of
In 'wi benevoience and protection.
The gun
journed until the afternoon.
afternoon the further
inquest at was a present to Thomas Hubbell
v
,
which time the evidence of Dr. J F. from J. F. Perea of Bernalillo.
I'oarce was taken, was held and lie
LEGISLATION BEING PASSED
following verdict rendered:
BY COLORADO SOLONS.
"We, the justice of the peace and
jury, find that the deceased came to
his death the 19th day of April, 101!, Supreme Court to Be Relieved of the
Task of Writing Its Opinions.
between the hours of 3 and a. m., at
Width ot Mining
his residence in the city of Albuquer-- .
Claims.
que, Bernalillo county, New Mexico,
as a result of a pistol wound inflicted
Denver, Colo., April 20. The House
by himself, apparently, while suffer-- j
ing from temporary aberration of the passed on final reading two bills by
mind caused by a long and lingering Representative Ellison of EI Paso
illness."
county, repealing the law that com- The body is now being held pend- - pels the supreme court to render
The bill is
ing the arrival of his brothers from written opinions.
New Mexico and Ari- - eu to relieve the supreme court of an
zona before the final funeral arrange- - amount of work. The senate passed
moms are made.
the O'Connell bill increasing the
The deceased man is survived by width of mineral chums to 300 feet.
his wife, a daughter of the late N. T. The federal government regulates the
The senate also passed the
Armijo, one son Thomas A Hubbell, length.
Jr., and three brothers Lorenzo A. Carey bill making it impossible for
and Charles, who are both residents a sheriff to go out of his own county
of Arizona, and Frank A. Hubbell of to make an arrest unless the county
Albuquerque, who is now on his ranch commissioners .ho authorize him to do
-so unless he cars to pay his own ex- in western Socorro county.
'
was im- - pense. The senate also passed
on
of
the
information
tragedy
IJV-i- 1 ' "f
I
sent to the brothers and stcond reading a bill providing that
mediately
" t
'
i
f
word in return stating when they will the counties interested in the extralikely reach this city is exacted at dition of a criminal shall pay for the
any time. Frank A. Hubbell was expense of bringing him back for
sent for, and a rider, Jim Gibbons, trial.
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back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes

When

The establishments are distributed
jas follows: Illinois, 1; Indiana,
'Main, 2; Massachusetts, 2; Michigan,!
Minnesota, 1; New Jersey,' 10; New
York, 4; Ohio, 3; aud
Pennsyl
vania, 3.
The manufacture of oilcloth, as re
ported to the Bureau of Census, includes the different varieties of floor,
enameled, and table oilcloih; linoleum, Including cork carpet; and inlaid
Some of these establishlinoleum.
ments manufacture also buckram and
burlap wall coverings, which are included under "All other products."
Establishments which manufacture
cloth are not
opaque window-shad- e
included.
As shown in the comparative summary, the total value of the products
in this industry increased 51.2 per
cent from 1904 to 1909. The gain
was principally in the two classes of
linoleum; "linoleum, Including cork
carper," having increased 77. G per
cent in quantity' and 85.S er cent in
linoleum" invalue, while "inlaid
creased 109.8 per cent in quantity and
171 per cent in value.
In the item of
floor oilcloth a decrease is noted both
in quantity and value, which is explained by the increased demand for
linoleum on account o. its greater
durability as compared with oilcloth,
notwithstanding the lower price of
the latter. Enameled and table oilcloth show considerable increase.
The value of products represents
the product as actually turned out by
the factories during the census year,
and does not necessarily have any relation to the amount for sale for that
year.
Artificial Leather.
The manufacture of artificial leather is so closely allied to the oilcloth
industry, being in a sense a branch
of the trade, that the general statistical results for both industries are
announced at the same time.
It is not possible to present comparative statistics for prior censuses,
for the reason that previously the industry has not been treated separately. The 10 plants are located as follows: Connecticut, 1 ; Massachusetts,
3; New Jersey, 4: New York, 1; and
Rhode Island, 1.
Artificial leather Is used for a variety of purposees, affording an excellent inexpensive substitute for leather in bookbinding, upholstering, caretc
work,
riage and automobile
There were 11,819,000. square yards
manufactured during 1:111:1 and its
value was given as $3,449,000, which,
added to the value of certain
to
of the industry, amounting
$100,000, makes the value of products
$3,Cir,onO, given in the summary following.
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HIS GRACE, THE MOST REV. ARCHBISHOP J. B. PITAVAL.

j

Farley and other prelates.
On May 18 the McGrane excursion
to sail for Europe and
l
Pitaval had been asked to ac- company it as spiritual director but:
the date of the sailing of this party
anIt. has been
may be changed.
nounced repeatedly in the press that
this year the Holy Father will receive
Arch-erfti-

TWELVE

home and he is considered one of the
best pulpit orators in the church. His
splendid presence and his rich, pow-wa-s
voice at once engage the
tion of his hearers while the theme
of New Mexico which is dear to the
archbishop's heart, proves always of
intense interest to Roman Catholics
v ho are interested in this missionary
land.
atten-bisho-

REASONS FOR

Not-ma-

--

Well be sure you don't forget to take a dozen carnations
or a boquet to give to one of the pretty Rirls in the show.
up Black 12 and get what you want.

p

engaged in running the lines for the
MARRIED. south side electric
light service,
out past the capitol grounds as
going
20.
Since the
Greeley, Colo., April
far as the penitentiary.
l
frank avowals of some of the
Some time ago Cooley Beaver and
students that they preferred husa party of hunters in the Santa Fe
bands, rather than careers, and little
nurseries of their own Instead of big mountains shot a big deer, but he was
ones belonging to somebody else, in snow .rom 6 to 8 feet deep and
were unable to ecure the game.
Greeley bachelois have been compell- they
ed to tell why they are not married. They marked the spot and Alexander
Twelve prominent ones gave the fol- Allan and Pete Smith have gone out
t ) try to
The snow up
bring it in.
lowing reasons:
"The old story. The one I want I there is still pretty deep.
Hon. T. B. Catron, one of the delecan't get."
It gates to the Western
Congress at
"My position Is too insecure.
would be cowardly to undertake to Kansas City, is expected home to
support a wife under such circum- night
J. AV. Schofield.
insurance man.
stances."
"Mothers nowadays are teaching has returned from the south, where he
their daughters to Iook out for the fel- wrote a good deal of new business.
Mrs. E. A. x iske and Miss
Loin
low with money."
"I want a home. All the girls I Fiske have returned home after an extended visit to friends in St. Louis.
know are fond of society."
W. A. Walker received a letter from
"The use of fale hair has tended
I want lo A. L. Morrison this morning stating
to make girls deceitful.
that all homestead entries
can be
know what I am getting."
"Girls expect too much. That scared commuted after six months' residence
me off."
thereon; after that date fourteen
"My salary is $tio a month. Two months.
can't live on that."
'
"The young lady refused me be- The SounH Sleep of Good Health.
Can not be over estimated and any
cause she did not. care, she said, to
take a short course to the poorhouse." ailment that prevents it is a menace
J. L. Southers, Eau
"Because they all look good to me to health.
and I can't make a choice."
Claire, Wis., says: "I have been un"I always like to find some coins able to sleep roundly nights, because
in my pants pocket when I get up in of pains across my back and soreness of my kidneys.
the morning."
My appetite
was very poor and my general conwas much Tun down. I have
f20 YEARS AGO TODAY 0 dition
been taking Foley Kidney Pills but
(From the New Mexican of this date a short time and now sleep as sound
as a rock, my general condition is
1891.)
greatly improved, and I know that
Word comes from Tres Piedras that Foley Kidney Pills have cured me."
the lumber mills there are now in For sale by all druggists.
full blast and that Santa Fe need no
If you want anything on earth-- a try
longer experience a lumber famine.
New Mexican Want Ad.
Surveyor William White is today
NOT GETTING

i

are going to the Masqueraders tonight?

You
City and will there visit Archbishop

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black

.tJ

!

12. ft

7 PIANOS

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller,
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-demaCo. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple pnd satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Lindeman-

n

Jesse-Frenc-

n

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

::

FE OFFICE
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Albuquerque,

N.

M.

CO.
:: Established

H00

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

0 K.

N
i
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jl

Successor to B. P. Williams

I

L VERV

I.

jjj

1

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST ft
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night !
I

to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I wi
ft
endeavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit !;
your patronage.
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
V

I Phone

139 Red

Santa Fe, N.

M,

Page

THE SANTA
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V CAN", SAKTA IE, S.
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SO,

!
cian who has been prominently idenJ. B.
R. J, PALEN, PfOidfllt,
Cashier,
reform
the
with
tified
movement, says
Lm A.
the Topeka State Journal, the rail, F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
ItlLUDUKt X tsrC
HARRY D.
tow
road question will not be so strong an
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
issue in the future as in the past.
MOULTON-ESP- E
and Superintendent. "The railroads have been pretty thor
Editor and President.
JOHN K. &TAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureoughly regulated," he said, "and it
probably would be wise to give them
Entered as Second Clas Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
an opportunity to do some business.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
We don't want to carry legislation to
$3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
the extent of disturbing commercUi!
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
New Mexico Lands Offer a Most Attractive Field for Investment
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
The people, in assumiim
conditions.
six months
Weekly,
.75
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
Daily, per month, by carrier...
2.00 the duty of regulating the railroads,
Write For Our List of Offerings.
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
assume
the
must
also
responsibility
50
7.00 Weekly, per .quarter
The
Oaily, per year, by mail
of regulating them properly.
people realize this responsibility, and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
are going slowly.
Is
to
sent
"In the last session of the Kansas
It
Mexico.
New
--.
In
U
the oldest newspaper
The New Mexican
Its branches.
.:c Transacts a general banking: business
legislature,'' the politician continued,
circulation
and
a
growing
"aidxhaB
large
in
the
Territory.,
every postoffice
on all kinds ef
terms
favorable
most
"there were 11G bills introduced
oa
Loans
the
mney
amonk the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
which had to do with railroads di
The New Mexican published at
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
About a dozen Naravisa, Quay county, declares that
rectly or indirectly.
stocks In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domesThe others the rattlesnakes in that part of New
were enacted into law.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
were radical, and not needed, and a Mexico are in good spirits. It might
tic and foreign exchange and' makes telegraphic transfer of
conservative legislature turned them be added that they are not only in
money to all parts of the dvilized world oa as liberal terms as
It shows a change in public good spirits but also in bad and all
down.
National League.
In
of
are
j ited the Bureau
Immigration.
EXPERIgiven by any money transmiting agency public or private.
THE AGRICULTURAL
sentiment on the railroad question. ether kinds of spirits, and that in
W.
Pet.
he
of
his
conversation,
course
the
MENT STATION.
Interest allowed a time deposits at the rate of four per cent
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The change is noticed all over the every part, of the country. But then
.857
annual report of mentioned more than one hundred country. In the Oklahoma legislature the Narr.visa New Mexican is a pro- Philadelphia
The twenty-firs- t
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St. Louis
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
had come
bills were hibition advocate.
the Agricultural Experiment Station men from Tennessee who
more than 100
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York
New
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
recent years introduced.
of the New Mexico College of Agricul- to New Mexico within
Only three were enacted
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Chicago
here.
successes
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into law, and the Governor vetoed all
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just
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Union ,and the Colorado Telephone Pittsburg
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New Mexican Printing Company. Dur- - in search of business advantages.
come out boldly against further rail- Comuany have at last completed
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consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
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'ing the past fiscal year $28,000 were number of them were prominent in road legislation,
.250
to start the special leased Boston
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in
life
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professional
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
expended by the Station in work business
"No railroad building has been done wire service of the New Mexican and
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research of especial value and in- - nessee. A number have become
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respectfully solicited.
The railroad people say it other New Mexico daily evening pa-American League.
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article
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consolidation of state boards,
teaching
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
to or the
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
the demands irom different parts of Bureau of Immigration sent out
Future
or something of that sort.
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the territory for assistance in almost every daily newspaper
regulation of railroads will be left to
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National League.
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WASHINGTON AVENUE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
be done in
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states who been requested by the Boston ChamWashington at New York.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
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At Indianapolis St.
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few years where the agricultural pos- daily newspapers
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CROP IN
THE NORTHWEST.
PERSQKAL MENTION
Portland, Ore., April 20. Prospects
for a record grain crop in eastern
Washington and Oregon, north and
Mrs. Thomas Stewart is visiting central Idahoand western Montana
friends at, Albuquerque.
were never better :it this time of the
Otto A. Meyer, a furniture sales- year, according to reports from growman of St. Joseph, Mo., is at the Pal- ers to the Spokane chamber of com
ace.
merce. It is estimated that the wheat
V. H. Dearstyne, the well known crop alone will be a matter of 50,000,- paper salesman of Denver, is in the 000 bushels. The bureau of statistics
city on business.
lot the United States department of
Hon. Charles A. Bpiess of Las Ve- agriculture says in a report that the
gas was registered at the Palace ho- present condition of winter wheat in
tel last evening.
Washington and Oregon is H7 per
j. a. Jiaupin ot i nicagp and v.
cent of normal, compared to a
Wartsworth of Washington, Ind., are
average of 90 for Washington and
tourists at the Palace hotel.
an average of 83.3
.jfor Oregon-anS.
...O.
Bodenhauson,
the. ,.vel,l
United iiates. Idaho
known dry goods salesman of St.. Jo-- ; snow8-9- 8
per cent against an average
seph--. Mo., is. at the Palace hotel.
condition of the entire country was
Mexiwith
Xew
the
Gibson,
As there hag
cent
8(j 9
co Central, passed through town on
of
.luring the winter
I)knty
his way to Santa
Daily
me larmers say mere is
monuis,
Herald.
'
that tha
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier 'ev;ry reason to Wlieve
has returned from Vaughn, Guada- sl,r'nS wheat yield also will be a large
one this season.
lupe county.
Felipe Lucero, sheriff of Dona Ana gp C0Q SETTLERS FOR
'
county, arrived in the city yesterday
THEJ3REAT NORTHWEST.
with prisoners for the penitentiary.
Yakima, Wash.. April 20. Ninety
He' is at the Coronado hotel.
thousand prospective
settlers came
Emmet Wirt, a merchant and sheep
into the Pacific slope country during
raiser of Dulce, the agency on the
the 30 days ended April 14, accord- Jicarilla Apache reservation in northto reports received in Spokane
ern Rio Arriba county, is, at the Mon- ing
from transcontinental railroads oiertezuma hotel.
ating in this district. This is an in-W. R. Bowe and C. E. Brainard, rep crease of more th;in
ner'r-ennvpr '
resents the Pacific Mutual Life In-- ! the sam pe,0(j ; 1910. jt s sti-stirance Company of California are In mated that between 12,000 and 43,-the city and will spend a week or 000, or about 12,000 more than last
more here on business.
spring, came into the Inland Empire.
O. A. Larrazolo,
the Democratic Railway officials say the number
of
leader and silver tongued orator of colonists thi3 year is
at
than
larger
New Mexico, arrived in the city
time previously in the history 01'
from Las Vegas. He is at the any
the emigration movement to
the
Montezuma hotel.
northwest. Most'of the settlers will
"W. D. Shea, traveling freight and ngag. in farming, horticulture and
passenger agent lor the Denver & dairying, cultivating tracts of from
mo rranae ranroaa, was nere ioiay(fiv n .m aorea Many of the new- from his headquarters in Santa Fe comers are from the New
England
on an" official business trip." Las Vegas Optic. He returned last evening. TERRIBLE
PICTURE
W. If. Gillenwater, one of the two
OF SUFFERING.
claimants to the chairmanship of the
M. C. McElroy
Central
of in Clinton,
Committee
Republican
a letter from Clinton, writes: "Fori
Bernalillo county, arrived in the city
six years, I was a sufferer from fe:
yesterday and is registered at the Pal- male troubles. I could not
eat, and
ace hotel.
could not stand on my feet, without
"Mrs. John Joerns and two children suffering great pain. Three of
the;
are expected to arrive this evening best doctors in the state said I was
from Raton where they have been in a critical condition, and going down
visiting for several weeks. The chil- hill. I lost hope. After using Car-du- i
dren who have been ill, have fully rea week, I began to improve. Now
covered." Las Vegas Optic.
I feel better, than in six years." Fifty
George Armijo, clerk of the probate years of success, in actual practice,
court at Santa Fe, who had expected is positive proof that Cardui can al-- .
to return home today, remained here ways be relied on, for relieving fe-- l
S. male weakness and
because of the death of Thomas
disease.
Why
Sold by all
Hubbell, a distant relative and an old not test it for yourself?
friend. Albuquerque Herald.
druggists.
Mrs. I. H. Rapp of Santa Fe is stopping at the Alvarado for a few days
and calling on many friends in the
From CARRIAGE & CAR
Herald.
city. Albuquerque
PAINTING;
Albuquerque she will go to Roswell
where Mr. Rapp is at present.
SIGN WRITING
H. E. Lowenberg and his daugnter,
Miss Lowenberg, Chihuahua, Mexico,
First Class Work Guaranteed
and formerly, residents of this territory, arrived at the Palace hotel yesterday.
They left thi3 morning for
Ojo Caliente to visit Mr. Lowenber's
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
daughter, Mrs. Antonio Joseph.
309 San Francisco
Cards have been received here anStreet
nouncing the marriage of Miss Edna
Condon to Dr. Walter Kirkpatrick of
Bucklin, Kas. Miss Condon, a sister
of the late Mrs. George M. Kinsell,
was a former resident of this city
where she was very popular.
S. H. Barnes, superintendent of thd
fourth division Denver and Rio Gran-
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Ladies and Misses

Received another filling
in line of Hats trimmed

and untrimmed

::

::

Pumps
MISS A. MUGLER

Oxfords

and Atlantic coast states. The Misriver valleys
sissippi and Missouri
furnished the majority of the colonists. There also is a sprinkling
from the southern states and Canada.
Railroad construction work near Spo- kane and in other parts of the districl brought out many mechanics and
laborers from eastern states.
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NOTICE FOR
N.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Lund Office at Santa Fe, N. M
March 17, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-itKibera of Pecos, N. M., who, on
March 11, 1904,. made homestead entry amended Dec. 2, 1910, No
for N
SW 4, Sec. 27, SE
NE
and NE
SE
section;
28, township 17 X range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- ;
tion to make fina1 five vpnr nrnnf. in
establish claim to the land above de--1
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,'
on the Cth day of May 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Apodaca, Crestino Ribera,
Pablo Gonzales Toribio Gonzales, En- rique Ribera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
nviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hall
tree for Easter and get it from

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

,

EXPERT

EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL,: DIRECTORS

Could you rebuild without serious loss if you burned out

de,

TO-NIGH-

We sell PROTECTION.
Santa Fe Abstract,

Insurance Agency.

&

Realty

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building

Santa Fe,
Phone Black

N. M.

No. 52

i

arrived here yesterday afternoon

in his private car R, from Alamosa,
Colorado. He called on the various
natrons of the road and left this
morning for Taos, per auto from Ser-ifi- i
villeta. He is accompanied
by Trav- - jt
eiing rassenger Agent w. u. ssnea oi"(j
this city, who returned from Las Ve-gas yesterday.
A. A. Sena,
Mounted Policeman
who distinguished himself in helping
to solve the Waldo Rogers kidnaping
mystery, arrived in the city yesterday
from Las Vegas. He is at the Coronado. Says the Las Vegas Optic: "A
number of friends of Apolonio A.
Sena gathered at hia home last night
and reminded him that he had turned
another milestone on the road to
time. Mr. Sena was completely surprised. The- guests took with them
plenty of good things to eat and these
were served during the evening."

notice.

PFLUEGER.

Administratrix.

I

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For Hire at
Popular Prices

W

'

t

CORRICK'S

HACK

Saddle Horses

LINE

THEODORE CORRICK,

Prop.

Foley Kidney Pills contain in concentrated form ingredients of estah-lishetherapeutic value for the relief
and cure of all kidney and bladder
ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re- fuse substitute, For sale by an
'

druggists

v

"

pop

Electric trpns That Stay Ho
E-ect- nc

5

Toas

Water neaiers ami rercuiaiers
IPjMH

"-

I-

T,- -

"

-

,

'

DRUGGISTS

Phone Red

161

K

SWISS,
BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
NEW YORK CREAM.

KAUNE

H. S.

West Side Plaza

v

"c:

PONGEES AND

JOE

AND MOST

BRILLIANT SUCCESS

BREN'S

In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Also for youi
V
Waists and Gowns, we have
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
EVERYTHING
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.

!

LATEST

PRESENTS

i
Have You Seen BIG BEN?

"THE MASQUERADERS"

j?.

Come down and look

f

cnampagne,

MRS. JOE BREN

jj

And the Following ALL STAR Home Talent Cast
Gus Koch
Mrs. Cartwright
Frank Keefe
Mary Foree
Genrveve Morrison E. P. Davies
G. Volney Howard
Julius Loomis

Reliable Jeweler

& Friday Nights

him in

our

window.

masses

water

wine

H

1

'

waier

VI llV

wieners

'

TH0SE

aB Francisco

I

Street

ii
WE

fji

AND

DAM' "PLACES
-

Santa Fe Water and Light Company
'

eic.

J

April 2021

DAY

'If)

He

Ik

ti

$
9
la

COSTUMED

USLY

at

is known and sold the
:
A new line medium price
world over for $2.50.
ft
j
ROCK CRYSTAL CUT GLASS

ASSISTED BY

CHORUS-GORGEO-

FOULARDS

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

SANTA FE DAM OF BEAVERS!

UP

CO.- -

&

THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR

Tickets on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store

WIRE

",

4

APRIL 20 and 21

SERVICE

'4

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
The Best Food Stuffs for the Best Eaters.

CO.:

BROS.

)!

I Thursday

,

ARE

NOW

READY

TO

Frame Your Pictures
INTRODUCTORY

PRICES-AS- K

EASTER

AND

CARDS

FOR

THEM

NOVELTIES

:

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

;

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS

t BUTT

;

d

Buggies and

IMPORTED

'

AND DANCING

FISH.

IMPORTED.

CHEESE

Flks' Theatre!

AND A SINGING

April 6th, 1911.

WHITE

AND

TIC

30c I

FISH IN TINS,

COD

SMOKED

HALIBUT,

SARDINES-DOMES-

::

To all whom it may concern:
Please take notice that the undersigned has been appointed administratrix of the estate of Morton C.
Miller, deceased, and that all persons
having claims against said estate are
renuested to nresent them in the form
WITH THE ARRIVAL OP SPRING ZEPHYRS, LOW CUT SHOES
and manner required by statute and K
.ARE.IN GREAT DEMAND
.
within the time prescribed by law, j&
Jf"
i
.V
nn
auu ail11 ICIDUUD 1.AUUWIUg
is a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is accom
uieuiBmvvB
"it
said
that
It
has been
It
to
to
indebted
said
estate
will
be,
A
& plished at our store. . Call and see the spring stock
please make settlement with the un"
JOHN
JJ dersigned.
NELLIE BLANCHARD MILLER,

i

LESS:

FOR

SHREDDED

FISH,

4

'

A

12c 15c 20c &

COD

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Electric Tea Pots

THE SANTA FE NiiW MX.CAN, SANTA FK.
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St. Louis Rdcky
Pacific

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
1

1

7

'

o

7

..;

rcr-iia-

Sfpt. lit IS

e

Mil'!.

''

n in

p m

pij-siea-

Company

Railway
si

The grsitcrc crisis in c.
lira
Is when first Ee bscoaes a cotter.
l
All the
strength of her
nature is demanded tt such time:,
snd it is necessary t':at her system
be thoroughly prepare i for the event,
in order that her teal!1, be preserved
for future years. lumber's Friend
is woman's safest reliance; it Is a mtdicino for external use, composed of oils
and other inercdion's which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
use before tho coming of baby prepares the muscles
the system. Its
and tendo-- s f r the' unusual strain, ai'is in expanding th3 sin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
F.nd dans:? at '.ho crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful conation that her recovery is always
Friend
rapid and natural, ,.
'o-TTrite for our
is sold at irr.
mothers.
free bocii for
d Encrji-To- n
co.,
Atlanta, Ga.

&

Im-- s

Moln-9-

4

11

m
8!

i:;

At

ThomE;'f.

II

f'uniilrjifham

Mli'Km H'ium N. M ..
r.v
Hnv.r,. V. M.
.I.v ..
lUiloii, N . M . . Ar
N'M
.. Ci!''r,:l H

TMEMS

"iter's

3 15
8 05
Z 45
2 25
1 55
! 31

'hju)m
VlKll
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M

iunijl'lo

4

K

N. M...Ar

.

ezr-scta-

beadfit.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1911.

M

James Martin.
For the relief of the estate of '
Francisco Montoya.
Granting an Increase of pension to

A Poor Weak Woman

j

William H. H. Metzgar.
Granting a pension to Kd'.vin Krae-mer.
Granting a pension to ,J ian Antonio:

is termed, wilt endure bravely and patiently
agonies which a strong man would give way under.
The fact is women are more patient than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge
and in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y. Dr. Pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than any .other physician in this country.
s
for their astonishing efficacy.
His medicines are
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak end deli
cate women is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
IT MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's peculiar ailments are fully set
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (1008 pages), a newly
will be mailed free on
Edition of which,
revised and
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.
receipt of 31

As she

i

Gri-g-

Granting

a

to

pension

William

Sweeney.

Granting
Peria.

a pension

Grunting
Smith.

a pension

to
to

Francisco

Harris

j

i

B.

'

world-famou-

Granting a pension to Samuel

Bar-beau- .

Granting a pension to Geo. R. Watt.
Granting a pension to Frank A. Hill.
Granting an increase of pension to

Annie J. Jones.
Granting an increase of pension to
'
s 'iz
in
SPreston
i.
For the relief of the estate of Fritz Mrs. A. J. Fountain.
8 55
55
T,
Kof:rj!r .Junction
C5
Granting an increase of pension to
2
:i SS
Eggen, deceased.
William S. Smock.
Oolfax
M
ir,
of Bills PubIn
to
List
Addition
to
the
of
an
increase
pension
Granting
02
76
:
4
Crrosoo
Granting an increase of pension to and
7 45
lished a Few Days Ago He
lose Baca.
I.v
r, 00
62
Ar
with Furry, St. Louis; P. Jawby, W. H.
(,'lmarron
may be applied, perhaps,
H.ittio V. Prnrv
6 35
I.v
Ar am
5 in
Cimarron
Fathered the Following.
Providing for a site for a public
some modifications, to other slate and Gilleu'water, Albuquerque.
6 27
.
f"i
.Narth
r, ;k
increase
to
an
of
pension
Granting
6 17
5 !'
building at Raton.
The water in granite
Montezuma.
granite areas.
6 00
Lewis Eckel.
84
L'te Park, N. M...Lv,
5 45
Ar
Dflf gate W. II. Andrews has introGranting an increase of pension to
in the joints of
areas
is
found
p m
p m
only
E.
J.
of
Saint,
To correct the military record
Albuquerque; Reginald
duced the following additional bills Simon Arias.
the granite rock and unless it is G. Cobbett, Lily G. H. Cobbett, Tesu-que- ;
in the House:
or Ramon Tafoya.
from
V. A H. W. Ky. train both North'and Soutb.2
location,
K.
entry,
with
fulfil
Reserving
ai
near
the
struck
surface
j()'nn!':ts
comparatively
For the relief of the estate of Ma
Mrs. Marion Daniels, Durango;
SHtatc? 'or Van Kouten X. M mttln trains at Preston X.lM.I
To place Austin J. Chapman on the. sale lots one and two in section 33,
tias Baca, deceased, and his son, Juan it i3 not likely to be found at all. It Nc-a-l Ahern, Cincinnati; B. F. Miller.
rn. dally except
N M., at 9:00
4
Me
13
Xew
W.,
HW liv-- l.'i" i"rk. N, M., fur r",llzalr".ht-wnS.,
township
United
range
of
States
the
retired list
Army.
is a mistaken idea, as some owners
Nevada; J. A. Smith, Trinidad; Mr.
Mii'lays, Farf l uu oik- wair Si. 50 round trio; flfty pound baggage carried free.
ofMco prime meridian, in Sierra county, Ray Baca.
To correct the military record
have found to their cost, to defy and
relief
Madril.
For
of
the
S train l.tv
Manuel
Im M'.inm. N. . for tii .oath at 11:11 p. m- arrives from the
O.
Mrs. Joe Bren, Kansas City; H.
and for other purposes.
Medina
Francisco
laws
on
and
natural
for
keep
drilling
W. Gosswein,
rth at 4:M a. m.
Granting an increase of pension to water in eranite after
Chicago;
Tucum- Pettigrew,
of
of
the
relief
For
the
city
a
ol
100
denth
of
To correct the military record
Mariano Lopez.
Emmet Wirt, Duke; O. A.
Denver;
can.
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
oi possibly 200 feet has been reached.
loti. D. Depue.
f. M. WILLIAMS,
Charles
Granting a pension to John W
Larrazolo, Tas Vegas;
For the relief of the heirs of HowIf is wiser to start a new well a few
V. P. & G. M..
Q. P. Agent,
To correct the military record of
Superintendent.
St. Louis; J, W. Dempsey,
ard Leland, late register of the U. S.
from
the
hole.
distant
feet
Juan Sanchez.
dry
Granting an increase of pension to
Wash.; W. H. Marks, Chicago;
For the relief of John F. Wilkin- land office at Roswell.
In his paper on the underground A. W. McDaniel, Denver; J. T. HutchChas. W. Johnson.
school
Artesia
of
the
the
relief
sFor
son.
Granting a pension to Presciliana water near Manassas Va., Mr. Clapp inson, Salida, Colo.; J. L. Ever, City;
For the relief of the heirs of Frau-cisc- district, Artesia, X. AI.
F. Valdez.
describes a large municipal well F. W. Schaffer, Pittsburg; Milton JeGranting an increase of pension to
Barela.
Far the relief of Theophilus L. which has a capacity for supplying richo, Indianapolis; J. G. Kilbourne,
For the purchase of a site and ths Belle Forsha.
Keek
several times the present population Xew York; E. B. Clements, G. A.
erection of an electrical power plant
Granting an increase of pension to
a pension to W. H. Gooden. o:: the town.
This and other wells Johnson, Denver; E. V. Berrien, El
Granting
Gottlieb
Honzaker.
for irrigation purposes in Darning,
a pension to Julian Lujan. of the area are sunk in sandstone. Paso; E. F. Birdsall, Alden, la.; E. S.
Granting
Granting an increase of pension to
X. M., or vicinity.
Granting a pension to William C. which is an excellent
Parker, Albuquerque; Felipe Lucero,
To establish fish culture station ir. Geo. W. Read.
To El Paso, Bisbee, DoujUm
Stanford.
rormation.
Xicanor Cuervo, Las Cruces.
to
of
an
increase
pension
Granting
Xew Mexico.
.
a pension to Antonio
and aH points ia New MexCoronado.
'
Granting
in Limestone Wells.
Dangers
II.
A.
Van
Epps.
For the purchase of a site and the
Mr. Matson's paper on the pollution
J. M. Chaves, Jr., Abiquiu; Crescenico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Granting an increase of pension to
erection of a federal building at Las
Granting a pension to Xicanor Quin-tan- of underground waters in limestone do Salazar, Coyote;
A.
Gonzales,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Leverett Clark.
Crnces.
of value to many communishould
be
A. Sena, Las Vegas;
A.
Park
View;
to
an
of
increase
a
the
and
pension
of
Granting
site
For the purchase
a
A.
to
Geo.
pension
Granting
ties. The water which supplies wells R. S. Blevans, Victor, Calif.; Meliton
erection of a federal building at San- Maria S. B. Sanchez,
in limestone regions usually makes its Sandoval,
Eli
Canoncito;
For the relief of certain persons rePerritt,
ta Fe.
Granting a pension to F. Salazar y way along enlarged joints in the rock, Gwendolen Jones, Madrid;
Clinton
THE
For the purchase of a site and the siding at Monticello, Sierra county.
Jimines.
in some places be exten- Calkins, John L. Wagner, Albuquer
which
may
to
of
an
increase
pension
an
Granting
of
electrical
.lection
power plant
Granting a pension to Doroteo Du- - sive caverns. The enlargement is due que; Juan Caston, El Concho, Arizona.
lor irrigation purposes in Forfaits, J. X. Warner.
ran.
to the solution of the limestone by
to
of
an
increase
X. M., or vicinity.
pension
Granting
In
OR
water containing carbonic acid.
For the purchase of a site and erec- Roque Candelaria.
UNDERGROUND WATERS
many, of 'these underground channels
Grunting a pension to Sara A. Geek
tion of a federal building at Las VeOF UNITED STATES.
where the surface covering is a thin
Granting a pension to C. B. Adams
gas.
to
mantle of more or less porous mateof
an
increase
pension
Granting
status to V. S
Giving
pensionable
ROUTE
Perhaps no subject is of more In- rial, the dangers of pollution, which
volunteers who had rendered urior Juan Baca y Sais, alias Juan Baca terest
to more people the
country may result in typhoid and other dis
service to Confederate States Army number two.
Granting an increase of pension to over than that of underground water- eases, are very great, ana tnere is
and for oilier purposes.
resources.
The value of these re- practically no opportunity for natural
Donating 100,000 acres of land to S. D. Longstreet.
Granting an increase of pension to sources is quite incalculable, and the purification. The danger is increased
Cumberland College, Cumberland. X.
problem of developing these resour- by the fact that persons using underFor rates and full information address
William Mueller.
M.
an increase of pension to ces to the utmost demands exhaustive ground water are apt to rely on its
Granting
For Ihe relief of Francisco
Giron,
F-geologic study and engineering ex- general appearance and temperature
John A.. Brown.
Agent.
heir of Xicolas Giron, deceased.
In 1903 the United as indications of purity. It is generalEl Paso Texas.
Granting an increase of pension to perimentation.
Providing" for the construction of
State Geological Survey entered on ly considered that water which is
two bridges across the Red River in Anna M. Shont.
Taos County, and for other purposes.
Granting an increase of pension to the publication of a series of groups clear and cold is pure, but no such
of short articles giving descriptions of conclusion is warranted, for some of
Elizabeth
Shields.
a
of
the
construction
Providing for
Granting an increase of pension to investigations of special underground the most dangerously polluted waters
bridge at Walmsley's Crossing, Taos
water problems.
The first of these are free from sediment and are
Maria Soledad Montoya de Trujillo.
county.
(i ni nt ing an increase of pension to reports, Water-Supplcold.
Paper 102, is
To eradicate the gramma-grasnow out of stock at the Survey;
the
in the several states and ter- C. H. Kirkpatrick.
Water
Supply Paper 25S can be had
Granting an Increase of pension to second and third of the series. Water-Suppl- free, on application to the Director
ritories of the southwest.
Papers 11.0 and 143, "Contri- of the United States Geological SurAuthorizing the county of Taos, Irene Schormoyer.
to the Hydrology of the Eastbutions
to
increase
of
an
to
issue
pension
Granting
of
Xew
D. C. Water-SupplMexico,
territory
One
one
ern United States," by M. L. Ful'.e'-- , vey, Washington,
bonds for the erection of a. court A. E. Chaffee.
110 and 145 can also be had
Papers
can
on
Di
to
be
thft
had
rnntifl
the
to
Increase
of
an
application
pension
house.
Granting
rector of the Survey; the four":! re upon application.
To correct the military record of Emiline Dalton.
Paper lfiO, is out
Granting an increase of pension to port, Water-SupplJose Montoya.
Good results always follow the use
Pa of
of stock; the fifth, Water-SupplTo correct the military record of Philip L. Humphrey.
Pills. They give
Foley Kidney
ALBUQUERQUE
Lieut. Robert C. Hoggins.
Granting an increase of pension to per 25S, which is just being issued, prompt relief in aii cases of kidney
of
11
illustrated
John
C.
consists
short
Patterson.
papers, and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
Granting an increase of pension to
and
For the relief of Ihe heirs and le- as follows:
Maria Garcia.
by all druggists.
of
Willthe
late
to
a
W.
gal
James
L.
M.
representatives
pension
Drainage by wells, by
Granting
Fuller;
LAS VEGAS,
iam Bishop, deceased.
Banks.
Freezing of Wells and related Phean
to
increase
of
Granting
pension
Providing for the construction of
nomena, by M. L. Fuller; Occurrence
of
A
two public test wells in Union county, James T. Stevens.
and Composition of Well Waters in
Confirming title to. the Cantmcito the State of Maine, by F. G. Clapp:
Xew Mexico.
Palace.
To correct "the military record of de Xuanez grant.
Occurrence and Composition of Well
Co.
the
national
battle
ground Water in Granites of Xew England,
Creating
Ignacio Herrera.
H. E. Lowenberg and Miss Lowen-bei-on
at
Santa
Fe county.
L.
For the relief of Theophilus
Glorieta,
April
by F. G. Clapp; Pollution of UnderChihuahua; W. B. Bowe, C. E.
Keen.
Referring to the court of claims, ground Waters in Limestone, by G. C. Brainard, Albuquerque; O. S. Bodsn-hause.Granting a pension to Marillita the claim of the heirs and legal rep- Matson; Protection of Shallow Wells
St. Joseph, Mo.; A. J. West-lanMS
Good
resentatives of John P. and Hugh H. in Sandy Deposits, by M. L. Fuller;
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
Luna de Baca.
Denver; Charles A. Spiess, Las
Mff
VL
deceased.
CITY OFFICE IN
1911.
For the relief of the Urton Lake Maxwell,
of Mineral Springs
in Vegas; Otto A. Meyer, St. Joseph;
Composition
reclamation project in New Mexico Granting a pension to John J. Maine, by F. G. Clapp; Saline Artes- W. H. Dearstyne, Denver; J. A. Mau-piRogers.
and for other purposes.
li. S. LUTZ, Agent.
ian Waters of the Atlantic Coastal
Chicago; J. R. Wadsworth, WashGranting a . pension to Quincy Plain, by Samuel Sanford; Magnetic
r-- ir
Granting an increase of pension to
NEW MEXICAN DLDC
C.
J.
Denver;
Leavitt,
Ind.;
ington,
Adams Stiteler.
Santa Fe
Sophia Sherman.
Wells, by M. L. Fuller; Underground II. O. Wagers, Kansas City; E. W.
a pension to Geo. V. Moss-maKinch-low- .
to
John
a
Granting
G.
pension
Near
Granting
Waters
F.
Manassas, Va., by
O
of the
Clapp; and The Utilization
Granting a pension to Bernard
Underflow near St. Francis, Kans., by
Granting a pension to Michael RaUNION
il illy.
H. C. Wolff.
For the relief of the heirs of Jesus
Granting an increase of pension to
M. L.
"Drainage by Wells," by
E.
W. Eaton.
Maria Candelaria, deceased.
Fuller, should be of great practical
For
the
relief
of
of
estate
to
the
of
an
increase
pension
Granting
value in many areas where difficulty
Castillo.
Flizabeth Mundell.
is experienced in removing surplus
an
to
increase
of
to
Granting
pension
Magdalena
Granting a pension
surface water, including bogs, marshAmanda
Paxton.
L. de Ortiz.
where
surface
a pension to Joseph B. es and low places
to
a
Granting
Lottie
Szy
before the Territorial Supreme Court
pension
Granting
drainage through gravity is not readWatrous.
manski.
CARD
PROFESSIONAL
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
SAN FRANCISCO,
SAN DIEGO,
On the theory that
To validate a certain act of the ily practicable.For the relief of the county of Tora bucketful or barrel-fu- l
can
you
empty
LOS
ANGELES,
OAKLAND,
rance, in the territory of Xew Mex- legislative assembly of New Mexico
PROBERT & COMPANY
of water into a well without perwith reference to issuance of certain
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
ico.
18,
19,
20,
April, 18, 19, 20,
April,
Investments
manently raising Its level, so, the reGrunting an increase of pension to bonds.
12, 13, 14,
12,
13,
14,
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
May,
May,
can
drain an acre,
Jos. V. May, alias Jos. W. Swan.
Granting an increase of pension to port shows, you
PAUL A. F. WALTER
or
or
a
several
Money Loaned for Investors
acres,
possibly
swamp
Jos.
to
McQuillin.
Granting1 an Increase of pension
Attorney-at-LaWe have for sale general stocks of
Granting an increase of pension to oE 50 or 75 acres into a well, the
James A. Betts.
New Mexlc
Santa Fe,
Retail Lumber Yard
water running off through under- I
Merchandise,
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.;
For the relief of Manuelita Swope. Reuben S. Palmer.
and other Business
Opportunities
For the relief of W. X Hendrix.
ground channels.
of William Strover.
For
relief
the
WILLIAM McKEAN
One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18, 19, 20,
throughout Taos county.
Granting an increase of pension to "Blowing" and "Breathing" Wells.
Authorizing the territory of New
Attorney-at-LaBank References Furnished
Under the title "The Freezing of
Mexico to sell and transfer certain Benjamin F. Adams.
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.
New Mexico. school lands to the town of Gallup,
Mining and Land Law.
Taos,
an increase of pension to Wells," Mr. Fuller discusses various
Granting
New Mexico.
Taos,
J. S. Esquibel.
remedies and methods of prevention. I
McKinley county.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Granting an increase of spension to He shows that efforts to prevent wells
For the relief of A. H. Roynolds.
C. W. G. WARD
For the relief of Jesus Gallegos y Chas. R. Bostick.
1911
freezing are frequently without re
Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Territorial District Attorn y
Granting a pension to Mariana L, sults owing to simple lack of know
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary Vigil.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
In reference to the issuance of pat- de Miller.
ledge as to just how the freezing is
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
This paper also discusses
ents and copies of surveys of private
Granting an increase of pension to caused.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Jacob C. Jones.
land claims.
the phenomena of blowing, breathing,
Dentistry a Specialty
Granting a pension to Ignacio Sa- and sucking wells, which may have
Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
Authorizing a bond issue of the city
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April 10, 1911
lazar.
of Gallup, for reservoir purposes.
a relation to their freezing.
Attorneys-at-LaDay Phono Black 9.
In discussing the protection of shal
Granting an increase of pension to
Authorizing the territory of New
Nifht Phone, Main 154.
Piactlco in lae Distri t. Court as
Mexico to sell and transfer certain Anthony McRobertson.
low wells in sandy deposits, Mr. Ful
well as before the Supreme Court of
Granting a pension to Alexander ler emphasizes the dangers of pollu
If you want anything on earth try school lands to the city of Roswall.
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
the terrllory.
of Xew May.
the
of such wells
the
tion
of
water
Authorizing
territory
a
Mexican
Ad.
supply
New
Want
New
Mexico.
Las Cruces,
Mexico to sell and transfer certain
Granting a pension to Juanita Ley-b- a and the need for adequately protectII. S.
Agent.
de Sanchez.
school lands to the town of Melrose,
ing them, and points out the way to
E. C. ABBOTT
For
the
of
Ciriaco
relief
Baca.
Pablo
In
county.
it.
he
Curry
another paper
discusses
M.
N.
Santa
Fe,
Attorney-at-LaGranting an increase of pension to the phenomenon
of magnetic wells
Authorizing the territory of New
Tractice in the District, and SuMexico to sell and transfer certain William H. Hastings.
and well waters, taking issue with
and
careful
Courts.
a
Prompt
IP
preme
school lands to the town of Artesia.(
pension to John Ritter. some of the remarkable statements
Granting
attention given to all business.
Providing for the construction of a Granting an increase of pension to that have been made as to the magNew Mexico
Santa Fe.
reservoir for irrigation and domestic Juan Francisco Griego.
netic qualities of certain spring and
t CONVENTION FARES J use at Cerro, X.
M.
Granting a pension to Francisco well waters.
HARRY D. MOULTON
t ,
Authorizing the territory of Xew Montoya.
Water in Granite Areas is Near the
VIA
To correct the military record of A.
Mexico to sell and transfer certain
Surface.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
RAILROAD
to
100 lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mall and passchool lands to the city of Tucumcarl. W. Sudduth.
Baggage allowance
Frederick Ci. Clapp contributes four
an
Roof
increase
of
Pablo
to
relief
the
For
Granting
Engenio
pension,
To
articles to the volume. The discussion sengers between Vaughn, N, M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage
Attorney-at-LaPablo Bargas.
of wells dug and driven in the slates Roswell, N. M., connecting with the at the rate ot $5.00 per hundred lba.
Los Angeles, Cat.
$49.15
an increase of pension to
Granting
and
We are equipped to carry any kind
$50.90
granites of New England and the EI Paso & Southwestern and Rock
Oakland, Cal.
John Murphy.
a
are
conclusions
reached
interesting
Railroads
and
Cal.
the
San
$50.90
Atchison,
of
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Francisco,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Granting an increase of pension to
about the womitvful
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excurSarah J. Megraw.
ON SALE
Special
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., aran increase of pension to
for
Granting
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
At oat conveni?nt
eight or more passengers.
sions,
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
BBANlfc
APRIL, 18, 19 and 20, 1911
Andrew J. Armstrong,
ient, it cleans'!
A
Ijind Claims and Contest!! a Specialty
further
Ak your
I.iiIII
information, write the
For.
wnipiiM
araLeaves
jjanitanuy.
Roawell
12:30
at
Return Limit, June 30, 1911
Diamond
BrandXV
Granting an increase of pension to
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Pills In Hd with
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TEN SCHOOLS
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Ingpection ot New mexico
Military Institute bv Fe- -

deral Officer
SPLENDID

SHOWING

IS MADE

One of the Cadets Is Offered
Lieutenancy in Philippine
Constabulary.
Roswell, New Mexico, April 20.
The annual inspection of the New
Mexico Military Institute by the war
r
the direcdepartment was
tion of Captain H. L. Laubach, general staff, U. S. A., last Monday,
April 17th.
The day was cool and bracing, with
just enough snap in the air to put the
cadets on their mettle. The drills
were executed with a machine like
precision that is seldom seen in any
but seasoned regulars, and throughout the entire day, the cadets displayed a personal interest and pride
held-unde-

PAGE SEVtft

L
YOUTH AND OLD MAN
COMMIT SUICIDE.

thpse taxes by obtaining all the
names of the employes of the town,
threatening to gran! shoe their wages,
etc. Now, he may have no doubt
scared lots of peopV Into paying this
tax, and possibly collected a great
deal more than lias bven collected at
any previous year, yet there are a
great many people who do not pay,
of same,
who defied the collection
and I have yet to hear of a single
the past winter
instance during
where legal proce dings were atAnd those
tempted to collect them.

in their work and their school which I can make this statement for the
excited the admiration of the inspect- reason that, although I am only one
of the four men of the board that seing officer.
Captain Laubach was very compli- lects the schools for the distinguished
mentary regarding the general condi-- ! list. I have already inspected many
tion of the institute. Ha gave the others, and I can see that the Ros-veschool will retain its old posiauthorities to understand that they
need have no fear concerning the rat- - tion, secured two years ago."
To receive commendation of this
- the school by the war depart- n&
nu,nt He congratulatc,d the manage. kind from such a competent judge is
uooii the excellent condition of very gratifying, and all New Mexicans
rue uuuuiugs aim gruuiius auu the should take pride in having a school
neat appearance and soldierly bear- with a national reputation and on ?
ing of the cadets. Whilj he found the that, in its youth, has received the
enrollment considerably less than it ; highest honor that can be conferred
was at this time last year, he stated upon a similar institution.
Cadet M. P. Short, this year's first
that this would have no influence upon the rating of the school by the captain at the New tftxico Military
war department. He admired the po- Institute, has received an appointment
sition the authorities had taken in as lieutonant in the Philippine conmatters of discipline and stated that stabulary. The position pays a salary
he believed such action would prove of about $1,400 a, year, which is unof great benefit to the school in the usually good for a young man just
out of college.
future.
Cad at Short will be graduated from
Before leaving, Captain Laubach
said to a local reporter: "The school the institute In May, and, in case he
is certainly in fine condition, but there accepts the appointment, will have to
is nothing I can say that will add sail from San Francisco about the
to it, for the school speaks for itself. last of July. Since the inspection of
The government has shown what it the Institute
by Captain augach,
thinks of the school by placing it on Cadet Short thinks his chances for a
the distinguished list, which means commission as a second lieutenant
that it is recognized as one of the ten in the U. S. army are especially good.
best military schools in the United In view of this he may decline the
States. Although I can not say off- Philippine commission.
icially, I will say that I can see that
Appointments of this kind go a long
the .New Mexico Military
Institute way towards proving the standing of
will remain on the distinguished list. New Mexico's military school.
nu-n- t
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again?
Now, I have paid poi; tax and road
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:RATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
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CI IAS. E. LIXNEY,

ti ;

Santa Fe Chapter ,o.
R. A. M.
Regular

1,

-

V
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:

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:lin p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
II. P.
ARTHUR SELIG.M.W, Secretary.
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Julius Loomis.
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FREIGHT HANDLERS
FIRED BY D. &
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ed of.

are a few local Democrats in Wash- business.
ington joining hands with Owen in
I think those of us who have been
the fight against statehood. It "fears paying these taxes are entitled to
POUTiciANS
MEXICO
POLITICS
they may seriously delay or even know just how much ha3 been collect(NEW
actually defeat statehood." Wouldn't ed and know how it was applied; also
it be too awful bad if they succeeded? how much is uncollected, and as this
Well, there is lighting of one kind, is a government that is answerable to
and there is a fighting of another the people, I feel we should have it
i quietly,
Bill Was Willing.
we are out for the constitu- - kind, both hurt, but the 'nother kind explained to us why same is not colWhen Buffalo Bill, the prospective tlon. and lf anyone Bavs ,n their hear. hurts just a little more. You know lected.
candidate for United States senator ing that Senator 0wen ls a "mutton the kind we mean.
Lights low, hero
I trust these few lines may be the
from Arizona was asked in Philadel- - head," they are ready to fight. And engaged reading love letters, brow
means of having this matter given the
a
if
he
few
the
wanted
to
time
ago
days
time
the Republicans well, we can say for wrinkled, thinking,
phia
attention and consideration that it deinitiative, referendum and recall, he ourselves that we are whooping and looks abstractedly over footlights; enserves, for as it stands it is a blotch
to
was
believed
he
said he
willing
music), on the
(creepy
shouting for the constitution, state-ris- ters right villian
government of this county and
it, although he was not f eeling hooi and for Delegate Andrews, that stealthy steps, left hand chloroform,
Very sincerely,
very thirsty that morning. Grasping man who is worklllg day and nlght in right glittering icicle covers mouth, territory.
J. T. YOl .NU.
his interrogator by the arm he hur- - Washington for the cause of th noo. buries weapon
shoulder
'tween
N. M.
Albuquerque,
he
the
ried into
place where
thought; pe of tne territory of New Mexico, blades curtain Ah! bum fighting!
sucn imngs were earned m block. iWho demand reeocnition. Rstaneia It hurts more, but when it. transpires
El Paso Times.
the villain is the father of the hero
Daily Herald.
Bet
basso profundo of gratitude!
on it, Paul and Mary Jane, bad as
Another Santa Fe County Leader.
Editor Akers is Home.
The Herald was honored yesterday they are the Democrats at Washing- Editor Akers, of the Phoenix Gazette, has returned from Washington evening by a call from one of the ton are not of that class.
where he has been engaged in the Ancient City's most prominent clti-- ;
what names the official paper of
difficult task of saving the Arizona zens, Jose XDrtiz y Pino. While Mr. tt, "k'inffilnm f flolfax" is receivine
constitution intact from ravenous and Pino does not call Santa Fe his home these balmy days of spring.
The
Other mem- he is In the city as much as in any.jr-- j in its recent "dressing down";
designing congressmen.
bers of the statehood committee were other place. We' lay claim or rather, cans us the "Rage" and now comes
left in Washington to see that the tne nortnern part of the county does, tne New x.iex with the following hor-thim being a citizen of Torrance riuie
great work accomplished by Editor
suggestion: "A little more care- Akers does not slip a cog during the uuiuu jr as u3 is one oi our largest tax issness and the E' will fall away
congressional consideration. El Paso payers. His land is located' around too and then there will be trouble."
Times.
Mr. Pino and his father, what ignominy have we acquired
Moriarty.
nave a very nice store in ualisteo,' in a few st,0rt months! Yet thus were
'
A Rougn Rider Politician.
Mwhere they have a good business. He
Hnntr nnar-- !
ever trnterit
When you run up against George is very much taken with the present tered sawn
aslinder, chawed up and
W. Armijo, you meet a man whom uuutiun. ui me vaney auu oeueves
steam rolled into a
XIectorated,
you will always remember as the real with us all that we will have good
rag b" the stand pat gentry of
rasy
thing. Armijo is at the present time wU1Ji una oouu.
jtjiiu is a alj ages
We are humiliated, crusn- amusing himself by looking after the member of the board of county com-ieBut in our
sad soured, and sick.
county clerk's office at Santa Fe. He missioners of Santa Fe county and is agt wriggie we pluck up sufficient
F. O. Keeffe.
a
is
politician from the ground up, also a member of the territorial peni- - Btrength t0 once more wave the rag,
and when he loses he takes it like a tentiary board. Both of these offices
W
Dneve New Mexico
true fighter and musters up all his are responsible as a great deal depends for whatAnd we are an the more of
energy for the next time. In the new on the members of the penitentiary nds
tne opinion that a good doSe of
state we will find Armijo fixing the
as the welfare and safe
Jg needed before the "laders of
slate for Santa Fe county first, and ing of the state wards in the peni-- !
THE MASQUERADERS.
in New Mexico can be de.
thQ
for the entire stats later. Estancia tentiary are carefully looked out for;clared Qt
Eut af.
and normal
Tonight is the night of the big mushalthy
them
the
Daily Herald.
of
warden
by
through
,g said and it raattrs nttle ical
the,ter
MASQUERAcomedy "THE
""
penitentiary. Mr. Pino will be in Es-i- n
haa ueen said tne Range doff8 DERS," which the Beavers have en,t
tancia for tomorrow when he will re--:
Pretty Much of a Tangle.
tatterd ca t0 tn3 journal and gaged to be put on by Mr. and Mrs.
Statehood? Yes, that is the lead- iuiu iu uaiiDicu uuiii lilt; lelbt UL lilt!
New Mexican, and praises ye editors Joe Bren, the same ouple who so
ing question of the day in New Mex month, when he will go to Santa Fe.
for what they would like to do but successfully staged the INSIDm INN
Estancia Daily Herald.
ico, the Prohibitionists say. I have
here last fall. The final rehearsal
can't.
it from the inside that the constitu
on earth-- try was held last night, and Mr. Bren was
want
"If
anythin'
you
tion will be turned down, torn to
Lugubrious Martyrdom.
a New Mexican want ad." We very, very enthusiastic over the way
The New Mexican comes out with
pieces and amended before it is acONE the home talent actors carried their
The Democrats say, very a little story to the effect that there want statehood; please make
cepted.
insertion and charge to the Rag.
parts, declaring this production will
be one of the best he has ever put
Raton Range.
on. During the show there will be
100 or more chances to laugh, there
will be songs that will almost make
you sing the choruses yourself, and
Road and Poll Tax.
Editor:
I would like apace for a few lines
on a matter which Is of no little im- iportance to the people of this county
iat this time, and yet one which has
been given but the slightest atten
W- - '
tion from the Albuquerque press.
It is the matter of road and poll
tax, as it is a well known fact that
less than half of the
number of people of this county are
I find people who
Bits of White Corn, deliriously flavoured and toasted to a
paying their taxes.
the past five
for.
lived
here
have
sweet, crisp brown.
years or more, and are property ownPost Toasties, served direct from package with cream or
ers and who have never paid a cent
V
f
.
of road or poll tax and yet enjoy all
Milk, win their way with young and old.
those
the liberties and privileges of
k

P. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELOX, E. C.
W. E. GRIFKIX, necorder.

HEXRY F. STEPHEN'S, 32

Secretary.

WHITE SLAVE TRADERS
ACTIVE IN LAS CRUCES.

H

j

-

VHArfA

Consider

Santa Fe Commandery
XoK. T.
Regular
ouclave fourth Mon
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

able mystery surrounds the dismissal
within the past three days of between
Santa
Fe Lodge of
Perfection No. 1. nth
forty and fifty freight handlers and
clerks in the freight departments of
degree. Ancient and Acthe Denver & Rio Grande, Burlingcepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
ton, Colorado & Southern and Union
Officials
the third Monday of each month
Pacific railroads in Denver.
of the roads say that most of the at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
mismen were let out for making
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
takes. The men who have been dis- Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are corcharged claim that only those who re- dially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
cently joined a local union of freight
handlers made the mistakes complainVenerable Master.

i
i il

I-

-

old aunt, E. P. Davies as her nephew,
and Julius Loomis as the race track
tout to add to the complications, let
alone G. V. Howard as the anarchist,
and Miss Mary Force as the owner
of the horse. To miss this show will
be to regret something the rest of
your life. Hurry, therefore to get a
good seat, and if you can't make it tonight, remember it will be repeated
tomorrow night with the same gorgeous display of mirth and mu3ic. Show
starts promptly at 8:30.
MANY

SECTIONS WILL
OBSERVE FATHERS'

DAY.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

Two Girls Arrested By Deputy U. S.
Marshal for Engaging in Nefarious Traffic.

'I

JOE BREN.

MRS.

Secretary.

i

s

Denver, Colo., April

-

Master

i

w
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j
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j
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d

state-boar-

keep-;hoo-

d

d

Plays and Players

of each,
Wednesday
Las Cruces, X. M.. April 20. Two
month. Visiting brothV
girls who came here some time ago
ers are invited and
from El Paso were arrested by Depuwelcome.
Cassman.
Marshal
United
States
ty
A. J. FISCHER,
charged with violating the white slave J. D.
SENA.
Exalted Ruler.
law, it being claimed that they imSecretary
ported three Mexican girls from El
Paso to Las Cruces. They were arraigned and their bonds placed at
The
$300 each, which was furnished.
hearing will be held here before U. S.
Commissioner Chaffee as soon as U.
S. Attorney Leahy can arrange to be
present.
Independent Order of Eeavers.
Sanla Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. VisitiLg Brothers are always welcome.

c.

President

The Food That
Wins Its Way

Post Toasties

'

,

S

"The Memory Lingers"

--

who do pay.
I believe it was last summer that
we had a test case regarding the validity of the road tax law, and I un

derstand that Judge Abbott sustained
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

the law and decided in favor
territory; and during the early
strenuous
Mr. Bryant made
(judging by his first steps) to

of the

winter
efforts
collect

Q. Volney Howard.

.i-:is-,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Second
Meets
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
Cor.
C. G. Richie,
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
Farmer.

Dodd-succeed-

IS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Fecos For-

est).
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
(Republication)
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 18'Jl, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before Register and Receiver at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N.
M., on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario Quin-tanof Rowe, N. M., for the claim
Sec. 28,
SW
1418, being the W
SB
and the NE
NE
SE
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Vicente Quintana. Antonio Roybal,
both of Pecos, X. M., C'.eofes Garcia,
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowc, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
d
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.

!

"THE FORUM

J.

I

NOTICE.
concern:

it may

Please take notice that the undersigned have been appointed

adminis-

tratrix and administrator, respectively of the estate of Charles W. Dud
row, deceased, and that all persons
having claims agaiHst said estate are
requested to present them in the form
and manner required by statute and
within the time prescribed by law,!
and all persons knowing themselves
to be indebted to said
estate willj
please make settlement with the undersigned.
JOSEPHINE W. DUDROW,
Administratrix,
GEORGE M. KIX3ELL,
i

'

2

4

'

-

VST

j

j

Administrator.

April 3d, 1911.
Helped Back to Work.'
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name,
he writes. "I was confined to my bed
with chronic rheumatism and used
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy with good effect. The third bottle
put me on my feet and I resumed
work as conductor on the Lexington,
It will do all
Ky Street Railway.
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
clears the blood of uric acid.
For
sale by all druggists.
One Conductor

!

EDWARD C. BURKE,

Wash., April 20. Mrs.
Spokane,
John B. Dodd of Spokane, originator
of "Father's Day," is making arrangements through clubs in various parts
or the United States for a national
celebration on Sunday, June IS, when
those who desire to show their rew
, f
spect for "dad" will wear a rose, a
colored flower for the living
and
white for the dead. Mrs.
in interesting several
thousand men, women and children in the
northwestern country in observing
the day last year, when some of the
local ministers preached special sermons, extolling the worth and virtues
of " the old man."
Since then the
women
have
received
Spokane
sheaves of letters from prominent
Miss Morrison.
women in various parts of the country, including governors of 38 states
and executive officials at Washington,
MINES AND MINING.
D. C, commending the plan and urg
ing ner to continue the campaign
Mora.
with a view to making the celebraA very large deposit of mica
a
tion
national event. So far more
has been discovered
than 100 cities have decided to join isinglass
and is being developed.
in the celebration, and Mrs. Dodd ex- Mora,
pects there will be more than 3,000
in line this year.
To all whom

No.

holds
its regular session on
the secjud and fourth

460, B. P. O. E.

j

o

communi-

7.30.
H. II. DORMAN,

i

Management Claims They Are Incom
petent But Men Say They Belong to a Union.

4:

Regular

Lodge
& A. M.

cation first. Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

At,

a

-

Montezuma
So. 1, A. F.

A

ducing lines and actions down to a
fine point, but that isn't all. Beautiand
ful costumes, gorgeous scenery,
Many who. do noi pay are men of Bren himself at the piano insures a
men of great show, but still that isn't all;
means, men of profession,
Mrs. Joe Bren, who will be remembered by her "Baby Hoy" song here last
first
fall will be quite in evidence,
with her character part, her song and
dance in the fist act, her novelty song
in the second act, and lastly her famous Ya
dance, which is an
exact imitation of the famous "Three
Twins" novelty.
The first act represents a department store, and with Gus Koch at
the soda fountain, Keel'e as the floorwalker, .Miss .Morrison as the sales
girl, there will be loads of laugnter.
Then there is Mrs. Cartwriglit us the

'

Tv.o.;;eated
surrey;
flood Excelsior motor-cyclInquire at this office.

TYPEWRITERS.
rfujumeu ana repaireu. .nbw
PlateiiB furnished.
Ribbons and sup- lilies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change. Phone 221.

there will be novelty numbers that
are the e'pial if not better than anything of its kind ever presented here;
the chorus work is simply great, and
the comedians have their laugh pro-

;

SALE

good as new.

bug-jgy-

Gus Koch.

Household goods and
(Jalisteo street.

furnishings at Me
Call at. any time.

e-

mum

or

FOIt KENT House furnished
unfurnished.
I). L. I.owitzki.

Chicago, April ;o. Kdwin Tatge, II,
by hang-- ,
years old. fummi'tcil suh-iding himself in bis father's barn.
n
Kills Himself.
Octogenari,-New York. April 2". Knding a walk
about the lawn of his tcansion on Kort
Schuyler road. John It. .Montgomery,
S7 years old and for fifty years
a(
New York tea inert hant. stepped into
a summer house and there ended his;
iitv-- liv shoot inc.
Kills Girl and Himself.
After
j
liraiiicrd Minn. April
r,.,;,V,-elet, vi.
with Her! ha Jordan.
aged 14, and her brother, aged Is,
,
with whom she was riding in a
CharU s Kunde, aged 1. shot and
Killed in'1 gin ana men Kinec nimscii.

V:

rill I

ft

Mer

"u

can they be scared

tax every year since I have been
didn't
here, with but one exception
I simply
pay any poll tax last year.
wanted to see if paying could actually
So I didn't pay, and no
be avoided.
one ever asked me to pay, either by
This year
card, letter or otberwi.se.
I paid, as I feel i' the duty of every
citizen, if he has the least spark of
patriotic blood in his veins, to pay his
which
poll tax and all other taxes
may be legally assessed against him.
But the question that resolves itself
into my mind is this: Is it right that
a few, or half of us should bear the
burden of this road and poll tax and
the rest go exempt'.'
(as a matter
Is it right?
of choice with thenu.

Boy

chant Found Life

''.IWV;1

4

above-mentione-

cross-examin-

Register.
MRS. BREN
DANCE.
IN

YA

MA-YA-

A

a

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican Want Ad.

try
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Andrews "Cash"

lb. 3()c

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,

ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE
DON'T

Phone

No.

4.

FORGET

OUR

C

-

--

;

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

mninc

in county

j

-:

FRUIT JUST RECEIVED

BAKERY

get pointers of use
institute work.

s

j

Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc.
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
-:

ed to

Mu.inn pitv
milium ui

I

GROCERY and BAKERY

BUTTERiMerritts Best, per
VEGETABLES

THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1911.

much skill in driving It The auto- take it for granted that criminals port to statehood."
mobile craze is greater today than neac for that place,
Bjs By Andrews
Big Land Deal Closed Colonel D. ever before, judging by the increasa
Striking the railroad track at about s
ial to the New Mexjcan
K. 15. Sellers of Albuquerque has sold ing' number ot motorists in Santa Fe V. aldo, a little
place 48 miles from
for clients of his, lls.imu acres of as elsewhere.
Washington, D. C, April 20.- Delehere on the eastern end of the RW.
4(1
the San Diego land grant about
he followed the track clear gate Andrews today introduced the
Fe
line,
Santa Fe, X. M., April 20.
miles west of Santa Fe to Colonel Al.nONCO BILL IS CAUGHT.
into Albuquerque, where he stayed a following bills.
The weather for New Mexico
exander of San Francisco. A billion
day and a nigfit. While in AlbuquerMembers of the United States land
N is generally cloudy wivh local
1'cet of timber are standing on this
(Continued From Page One.)
que he ate his meals at the Mint res- commission of New Mexico to receive
N ruin in north and east portions
grant. The price paid was $4S5,O0O.
taurant on Second street.
compensation of ?G0o a year; also for
tonight or Friday, not much
Caught in Cog Wheel Joseph II. from the penitentiary since he ap- After taking a rest he continued the allotment of land in the Severalty
in
change
temperature.
Clements, a well known sheep man ot pointed Cleofes Romero warden.
south yesterday only to he arrested Act of February 2H, 1901, authorizing
Chaves comity, lost his right arm, and i
How CaDtured.
by Special Santa Fe Officer Charles the leasing for grazing and mining
You can get a good Buggy Whip at came near
A dispatch from Albuquerque gives) Mainz at Isleta:
bleeding to death when his
purposes; also to prohibit the sale of
GOEBELS.
coatsleeve caught in the cogwheels details of Bronco Bill's capture, as
When arrested he had on him some intoxicating liquors to Indians; also
Fresh Liggetts Chocolates just re- ot his gasoline engine and his arm follows :
$22.50 in money, some letters, a few to pay the Indian depredation claim
ceived at the Kexali Store, Fischer was pulled into the machinery. The
William
Walters, alias "Broncoj pictures of his niece, and a lot of sur- of Eslavio Vigil, Albuquerque; also to
J
Drug Co.
mm was amnutnteH mur the elbow. nill" ivuc
ftt Tw., voc-igical instruments, which he had tak- pay Jose Salazar y Ortiz, Plaza del
Don't forget hat oouquet lor one
d njSCovervAt
White SiE-- ! Hnv aftpnmnn
o'clock by Spe- - en from the
hnt
,
surgical ward of the pen- Alcalde, $400; also that the secretary
m
01 the pretty
tne aiasqnera-- nitI ftrant county this week, an ex-- i
girls
Officer Charles Mainz and is now
of the interior may dispose of water
mo i.iarenaon uar-- . traordinary rich strike of gold orej jn the strong box of the Bernalillo itentiary at Santa Fe.
ders lonignt.
and land under certain irrigation prodens.
;
Em-was made en a claim located by
county jail awaiting instructions from
jects on Indian reservations; also to
Masonic Temple at Albuquerque
est. Spencer, Phineas Hendricks
and Santa Fe as to his immediate disposal, SENATOR WORKS
pay Nicholas Apodaca, Quay county,
new
Masonic:
ilie
fine
GIVES WARNING.
Tomorrow,
associates. The ore was discovered!
Yesterday afternoon Officer Mainz
J900; also to pay Pedro Rafael Tru- Temple at Albuqueniue will be
at a depth of 16 to 17 feet and is part; jn the course of his duties saw a
Taos county, $500; also Jesus
jjillo,
(Continued From Page One.)
of a true fissure vein running $2S0 a; man at the junction depot at Isleta
Gallegos y Vigil, Rio Arriba county,
"'
Investments Those looking for , ton.
and engaged him in conversation. The
also to Emiliano Martinez,
our own.
But surely there is a hap- $1,000;
vestments will do well to read the
Rio Arriba, $2,480; Pensions: Marga- From 33 to 65 Degrees That was man was well dressed, apparently
ad.
Moulton-Kspa middle ground between reta B.
Company change of
ihe range in temperature here yester- well mannered, quietly spoken, ?nd py medium,
Ryan, widow of John Ryan,
the unwarranted and corrupt power j
in today's issue.
and the average Relative humidiy gave every appearance of being a cat- now
company C, First California infantry,
day,
our
exercised
Death of Charles Parsons Charlas
by
representatives
for the day was 24 per cent. The low tleman. He stated that his name was
$!0 per month.
which wfiuld destroy
- and a system
years an em- est
Parsons, for twenty-fivlast, night was Woods and that he was with a parttemperature
Joe Cannon Hates Newspaper
during
Rain
at
this
its place
system and establish
ploye of the Santa Fe railway
;.!)
and at G apn. today it was ner taxing up some land in tne vai- a
Influence.
pure
Democracy."
ton, died after an illness of several 44 degrees
ana
Aiuuquerdegrees. Yesterday was a clear le ueiween; mat piace
'
Senator
.
Works
the
weeks.
April 20. A bitter deexpressed
hope
Washington,
ami Tilnsant flav jinrl this morning iue- that If Arizona were now refused ad- nunciation of newspaper influence in
License Issued A mar- Marriage
Further
in
a
decided
conversation
warmth,
showed
developed
increase
mission, the people there "would connection with the fight over free
riage license was issued at Albuquer-- ;
Liggetts Chocolates are the richest suspicions in the mind of the officer stand on iheicmanhood and stay out- print, paper legislation in the last na-- t
(pie to Miriamino Anaya and Miss Lo-- i candies on the market. A fresh sup-- i that the man
might be one of th9 side until the politics of this country onal campaign was made by former
la Arinijo.
just received at Fischer Drug; many of whom ho had descriptions, is purified, regenerated and elevated Speaker Cannon in a speech in the
Woman's Aid Society The Worn-- ply The
and he was invited to take a walk to so that their
Rexall Store.
Co.,
iin's Aid Society of the First Presbyte- progressive and enlight- - House in connection with his opposi-enethe cabin of the offlcer som'3 distance
Run
Over
and
Dumb
Man
Deaf
will be their pass- ' tion to the Canadian reciprocity bill.
constitution
rian church will meet with Mrs. T. C.
away in tne old Isleta, village.
McConnel tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 An unknown deaf and dumb man of
rarentane was run nS there Officer 'Mainz made the
'o'clock.
Qls"
- over at Raton
Santa Fe train No. man lalte OIt nls coal una tnen use-Hby
MilD.
A.
Married at Las Cruces
a
covered that his right arm was
4 and his
mashed
to
a
foot
pulp,
right
ler, an engineer from Cutter, Sierra
frora the shoulder. With this to
less
on
to
a
ride
was
the
steal
trying
county, and Mrs. Jessie .1. Palmer,
W0Tk m Mainz very cleverly drew
were married at Las Cruces by Jus-- I train and fell off as the train entered out ot the man a confession that he
the Raton yards. He was taken to
tice of the Peace Manuel Lopez.
and dread "Bron-tiocondi-- J was the famous
Woman's Auxiliary and Guild The the Miners' hospital where his
co Bl11'" for whose capture a
to
declared
is
he
precarious.
Woman's Auxiliary and Guild of the
waid had been offered. To cap the
The Queen Contest tor the $a0.00 cUmax
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
on him a bankbook on
hg
with Mrs. Francis C. Wilson on Fri- - diamond ring winch will be present-- ; the paza National Dank of Santa Fe,
ea
to
tne an(j j
Dy tne f irst negiment nana,
day afternoon at 2:H0 o'clock.
aTAND ON END
tn
some lftttpra jtdHroKRprI
See Pflueger's Ad With tne arrival most popular lauy in santa re, on tne Mm jn his own name at ganta Fe
ot spring zephyrs, low cut shoes are night or .ne 2yrn ot April, stands as
Proof Compo-Rubbe- r
This capped .the climax. The offl
Miss Eloisa Delgado, (198;
in great demand.
It has been said follows:
to
told
cer
then
consider
Walters
that, "it is a feat to fit feet" but this .Miss Lucy Napoleon, ols; Miss Lena
Best Made.
Roofing is
should come himself under arrest and ,that he
feat is accomplished at our store. Call Baca, 2:15 Everybody
to
on
be
would
taken
the
county
jail
and vote for one of these young lasoon to see the spring stock.
the first northbound train. They ac- We Guarantee It.
No Other Candy is as good as
dies. Boost the band!
cordingly took No. 8. north and ar
Chocolates. A fresh supply just
Contest for Amiteur Photograph- - rived in Albuquerque last evening at 1,.
MADE OT
received at Fischer Drug Co. The Rex-- j ers The
j(K y Mountain 7:33. The two men proceeded
At small cost you can cover your
jjnver
up
all Store.
has announced a contest for the best town without attracting any attention
roof
with WATERPROOF and have an
photo- and when they had reached Ruppe's
Anniverary of Frost Today, a year photographers by amateur
Mitt
absolutely tight roof, that will not
ago. occurred the last killing frost of graphers in New Mexico. The follow- drug store the two went in and the
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
spring although in many other parts ing subjects are announced:
special officer telephoned to Deputy
of the territory, both north and south,
Week ending May 1. street scenes.
Sheriff, Heyn of his arrival in the!
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
lower and higher, the last killing frost
Week ending May S. orchards.
city with the important catch. The
about half as much as shingles and is
of that season was recorded on May 1.
Week ending May 1." sweethearts,
man was then taken forthwith tto the
of heat
better. It is a
Week
in
in
old
Louis
town
landscapes,
Hurt
and locked in a cell
ending May
Mysterious Accident
jail
Week ending May 29, animals.
P. Rueker, a transfer man and conor cold. Any one can lay it, no mechaby himself.
women winWeek ending June
stable at. Roswell, was thrown from
On the way to Albuquerque Walters
nic required. Comes put up in roll
Roofing Mfg.COhis wagon at midnight while on his dow shoppers.'
toid the special officer of his escape
with nails and cement inside of the
Ilunoi
Louis.
Week
June
unwas
12,
fishing
way iiuiiie aim
ending
frmri thP npnitpntinrv which was nhpicneu up
conscious between the horse and wag- scenes.
to
as
package. It will last from 15 to 20
the
press
by
given
cluntially
on which stood still.
Week ending June lit babies.
tjj0 authorities at the time of the es
years. Come in and let us show you.
Drives "The Chalmers" Harry W. cape. He said, however, that he had
Schools County School
Visiting
Superintendent John V. Conway is D. Moulton is out in his new car "The struck across country in the night as
visiting the city schools today. Next Chalmers" for whioli lie holds the near as he could guess for Cerrillos,
week he will visit the parochial agency. This is said to be one of the not wanting to go south to El Paso
schools and the week after, the In-- best made runners on the road and as he is too well known there to take
& Supply Co.
dian schools. These visits are design- - Mr. Moulton has already acquired the risk, and besides officers always

I
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M.

Phone No.4.
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The Giving of Easter Gifts
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

j

!

i

d

j

-

PARTICULARLY SUITED

FOR THE

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses-Go- ld
and
SilverPlain and set with turquoise for chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
i'
VOIR

WORTHY

it

SQ

I

I

&

BEST

FRIENDS
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our Roof
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Manufacturing
Jeweler.

Should be the Best

i
i

Weather

the
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Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair

j

,
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tor

.
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ft
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The Santa Fe Hardware
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Lt CILLE
IN

THE

"FASHION

COURT"

--

-

DAINTY

GOWNS

AND

TO

A Bevy

of Beautiful Gowns at Remarkably Low Prices
MADE IN A VARIETY OF MATERIALS,

Satins, Crepe Meteor, Voiles,

SUCH AS

Marquisette, Serges, and
Crepe de Chine. In these models the skirts are narrow but not hobbled. Some have
overtunic effect, made with Dutch or low neck, with lace collars or yoke. Bodice and
sleeve are made in one piece, kimono effect, sleeves extending to the elbow. Foulard
dresses are made in bordered effects. Colors are navy, tan, green, brown, light
::
::
::
::
::
blue, black and white
WALK

IN

Chiffon Cloth,

AND SELECT

ANYTHING

Foulards,

YOU'D

The reputation of this store will be
your guarantee

LIKE TO

WEAR

that everything is as represented

FROCKS

